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ABSTRACT
One of six staff development training "manuals or

career gudance'infusion in the elementary school curricula (K-6),
this manual focuses on the curriculum design of a comprehe sive
career guidance program.' It is divided into the following five'iajor
sections: (1) a list of the major goals and activities covered in the
manual; (2) an overview chart displaying the goals, 'concepts, time,
process, and instructional mode of each activisty; (3) specific,

,

directions for each activity, including Objectives, preparation
requirements,' andol materials/equipment requirements; (4) .leader's
summaries presenting the background information needed to,lead the
activities; and (5) participant worksheets and handouts which, in
this manual, include a list by grade level of all the objectives and

.competencies identified by the Georgia Comprehensive Career Guidance
Project. and organized under three domains (interpersonal 4

effectiveness; work and life skills; and life career planning). (See
CE 00 130 for the final report of this project.) The four major

.

goals covered by this manual include the following: an awareness of,
how career development will affect the participants' personal
educational setting; an overview of a comprehensive career
development cyst for the elementary' school; the skills needed in
,utilizing a comprehensive rating scale for evaluating student
outcomes; and the skills needed in developing activities'to meet
career development objective's. In addition to the other five staff
development training manuals (CE 018 140-,44), a. career guidance
methods guide for grades K-6 (CE 018 137) is availab . (BR)
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GOALS

Goal 1: Participants will gain.an awareness of bow career development

will affect theif personal educational setting.

Attivity 1: Competency based Introductions

Activity 2: Workshop Overview
7

Activity 3: Focus Onyersonal ABC's

Activity 4: Focus on Personal Gains

Goal 2: Participants will gain an overview of a comprehensive career

development system fot the elementary school.

Activity 1: The Domains, Goals, Competencies, and Indicators

Activity 2: "What's (Already) Happening"

ActivitY 3:

Activity 4:

Activity 5:

Competencies and Indicators

Workshop Competencies and Indicators

Writing Performance Indicators

Goal 3: Participants will learn skills in utilizing a comprehensive

rating scale for evaluating student-outcomes.

Activity Ratings by Domain

Activity 2: The Developmental Profile



Goal 4: Participants will learn skills in developing activities to

meet career development 'objectives.

Activity 1: Experiencing an Activity '
44

ictivity 2: `Focus on Steps in,Creating Competency-based
Activities

.

Activity 3: ActiVity Adaptation

Activity 4: Writing an Activity

Activity 5: Closing Exercise

4
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Goal

To gain an aware-

ness of how career,

development will

affect,persodal

educational settings

'OVERVIEW

Concepts Activities ( Time'

ABC/ paradigm, gains *introducing with 20

competencies

*looking at the

overview .,

*focusing on per-

sonal ABC's

1

*focusing on per-

sonal gains

10

1

.Process Mode'

writing, dyads, large

sharing group

listening large group

discussing,

writing

20 'idiscussing,

writing

-independent

large group

,

smallir94

,

To gain an over- domains, goals,

view of a compre- competencies,

hpnsive career, performance

development system indicators

for the elgmentary

school

*getting familiar 10 peru ing

with title basic

compontnt part

*looking at current 30

activities fhat

meet competencies

independent

writing, , independent,

discussing small group,

*getting familiar 15 perusing,

with how the com- discussing

petencies and per-

formance indicators

are integrated

*writing self com-

petencies and in-

dicasors for the

workshop

'*writing performanoe

indicators

independent',

sball,grotp /-,

$
writing, independent,

.discussing small 'group

11,

concensdally small groyp

'deciding, .

writing



Goal

To learn skills in

ltiiizing a compre-'

hetiaive rating scale

for evaluating student

outcomes,

t

/

Concepts

oficiency based

tm, develop -'

le tal profile

4

Activities
b ,

Time Process

*leaning t pro-, 20

ficiency rating

formula and its
ielationthip to

the domain areas

*examining the dev-

, elopmental profile

15

examining,

discussing

Mode

small group,'

large group

examining, small group;

co Rang, large group

questioning

To learn*skilli,in competelicy-bask , *eXperitwing an

devpleping activities acIti4ity
, activity and ex-

to meet career dev- writing,Tadiptations amining,

elopment objectives

*focusing on steps 30

. creating.com-

'petency-based

activities

45. experiencing, triads',

di cussing large'group,

examining

*adapt4ig an activity 30 writing

to fit individualized

tuations

.:*writing at activity) . 60

*self-evaluating \ 10

using ratings )

a

4rge group,,

smaillroup

sting small group
,

evaluating independent

V

A
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ACTIVITY DIRECTIONS

.

Goal :Parti pants will gain an awareness of how career development
will 4ffect their. personal.educational setting.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT: 3 X 5 cards' for each member, masking tape,
participant) worksheets 1, 2, newspri$

- a

PREPARATION: Have tables for working in grade levels available:'

r .

Activity 1: "Competency-based Introductions'''.

4 - )

Objective: Participants will gain-an awareness of thethree'domain's
and the concept of competencies.

-.

,, :: .

Preparation:, Have 3 X-5'index cards and maskingptage iiady.
.. carcis will be used as name tags with' the masking ,tape to

hold them on./
I ,

. r
Give each pkiici A a cardnd ask them to grit their name
in large letters in the,middle. From each urrne0.instruct
them to put the following labels: 'wort, relationships,
deCision-malcing-and,grade level. Under each labeled ,corner,,
instruct them to put two-things: 1)111 whaflarea(sYthey feel
competent (other adjrives might be skilled,, good about their
selves, coifortable),\.and 2) injehat area(4) they feel not as
competent (not as skilled, comfortable, etc.). Do this for
the' three domain areas and-fill IA the grade level. See the
example below.

""-.3..
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ItAs a good idea to make a sample name card on newsprint
using your own name and infOrmStion based on your ,personal

,4eXperience2'to model openness and to give'an example of the
task.

'A outparticipants to fill out their Lards individually and'then
,locate a partner taniuttially share cards. Ask participants
,to introduce their partner and share one domain along with the
grade level taught.

`After introductiOns, ask the members of the workshop to group
themselveS according to thekfollowing grade levels: K-1;
`2 =4: and 5-6. If there are other personnel (counselors,
principals, special education teachers, etc.) ask them
to be with,the group(s) that need mare members or in the
grade level group that the other personnel has had experience
or interest in.

Activity 2: "Workshop Overview"

Objective: Participants will learn the main components of the
Comprehensive Careerv'Guidance Project.

Preparation: Have an overhead projector and/or chalkboard or
newsprint on which to write out the schemata of the project.
Read theleadetls summary ( #1) overview of the CCG.

Present in a lecture form s4 material in the overview summary.
The purpose of this ac0vi ft-not only to present the
rationale and olprall picture of the program, but also to
,prepare the par/icipants fdr"tbe following exercise.

/
Activity 3 "FocuS on Personal ABC's"

Objective: Participants will individually assess their intelval
thought processes that could crate anxiety, frustration,
confusion (negative feelings) around the scope and extent of
the CCG.

Preparation: Be thoroughly familiar with the following elements of
the presentation of the ABC paradigm and have read the leader's
summary (#2) on creating feelings.

Following is one way to present the ABC paradigm, adapt it to
fit your own style:/,



. "I'm wondering what a' lot of.you are feeling
after you have'heard me talk briefly about the three
domains, 30 goals, 130 objectives, 774'competenaes,
rating forms, profiles, etc. My guess is, that if I

f. weresyqu; I'd be feeling somewhat anxious and upsets.
(Put on a chalkboard or newsprint the following:

t

' 4

"It certainly would be understandable to'say to
yourself -- 'Those competencies,'*forms, etc. are
making me feel anxious, upset' -- what are some other
feelings you could hive? (Elicit from the partici-

,

pants and fill in the A and C parts as below:

"There is a missing part, though, a midge part
that you most likely are quite unaware of --,and that
is that out-of-awareness, often fuzzy B part. That
B part is what you are saying to yourself about A.
The B part (put a B between A and C with arrows



"is like a cassette tape recorder on fast forward.
Whit xou say to yourself is so fast and spontaneous
that until.you tune in to your own internal sentences,
they are out of awareness. So, it is not A that
CAUSES C," but what you SAY about A in your head that
CREATES the feelings at C.

tilesti never
4, 400-.) a. Now canY

meet

"So now that you are aware of how you may'be
creating the negative feelings of frustration, anger,
confusion, etc., what can you do about it? There
are several things: (1) by bringing to awareness your
internal sentences you will have already taken an
important first step. Thus, the first step is rec-
ognizing your feelings and asking yours f, 'What
did I say inside to get myself here?' thilt this
time, ask participants to look at the participant
worksheet #2, Activity 2, Goal 1 and to fill out the
B part). There are other, ways of dealing with B
besides awareness. (2) Involved in most internal
sentences that create negative feelings are
'catastrophizine and and going into
the past and/or into the f &ture. Todeal with
these involves another part and that is the D or
disputing part (go back-to the chart and fill in
as below:

4



"Basically, the D part is the disputing of the awfulizing
catastrophy- building eleients in B. For example, your B
internal sentences may be something like 'Oh no, I,'ll
never be able to do all of this' with the addition 'and
it's horrible, awful and terrible that I can't.' It may
indeed be unpleasant, annoying, and mildly frustrating,
but it is not'awful, terrible or the end of the world.
In addition the words 'never' and 'always' carry an
absolute connotation that is seldom true and feeds into
the catastrophy-building for creating negative feelings.
Finally, if we look at time like this: (draw a line,
then an arrow for forward and one baCkwards

pook4. 4u+wc
"When you golinto the future in creating bad feelings,
usually it is to predict doom and gloom -- e.g. 'This
is never going to stop, I'll be working'on this for-
ever.' When you go into the past, it is to rumitrte
on past bad times, goof -ups and failures. e.g. 'The
last time I-took on.a new project, I didn't follow-
through, etc.' To not create negative feelings, the
solutioneis to stay right here, right now. (Put in the
here and now on the time line). Staying in the here
and now can be done by.focusing on what you are seeing,
hearing and feeling right now. When you become aware of
going to the future or to the past, refocus and bring
yourself back to what is happening now."

As a group, ask participants to share some of their internal
sentences they were thinking when the workshop overview was presented.
Discuss briefly any questions or comments. This exercise has been
found to be an essential component to the workshop and is a companion
to the following exercise;

Activity 4: "Focus on Personal Gains"

Objective: Participants will be in a small group brainstorm and
list personal benefits from involvement in CCG.

,Preparation: Ask participants to consider in their grade-level
group what personal "got:klieg" or gains might be in it for
them if they become involved in the CCG program. Instruct

5-



,them to brainstorm (not evaluate or throw out ideas, but to
list all possibilities).. Ask one person to report to the
rest of the4groups after the lists are completed. This
exerciee involves participant worksheet 2.

Note to participants that this exercise is the flip
side or the positive side of learning slim approach.

4



GOAL 2: Participants will gain an awareness of a comprehensive
career development system for the elementary school.

MATERIALS /EQUIPMENT:. Participant worksheets 3, 4, 5 and-
handout #1, 2.

PREPARATION: Tables for small group work.

I

\ Activity 1: "The Do"- ns, Goals, Competencies and Indicators",

Objective: Par icipants mill become tooiliar with the basic
Omponent of a Comprehensive' career development system.

I Preparation: Ask participncs to individually look over .the
domains and goal handout #1, and domains,. goals, compe7
tencie handout #2 for their appropriate grade level.
Instr. c them ,to find the components presented earlierin.
the, erview, i.e,'domains developmental objectives,
comp tencies, to see hiSrtheyare written and formatted

7Acttvity 2: "What;s (Already) Happening"

Ob ect ye: Participant's will list activities they are currently .

ing that meet specific' competencies.

ration: Ask particip- t:s to look at participant workeheet
and read the rask diLuctions. Instruct the.group to look at
C under the Human Relations Skills Domain. After everyone
has found C ' ihem to individually list the competencies,
then what activities currently in their classrooms could,
meet the competencies and finally where in the curriculum
the activity is found (social studies, math, reading, etc.).-
After.they have individually filled out their sheets, /We
participants to share within their small grade level group
and add to their worksheets. As a large group, ask each,
group to tell whether they found many activities already'in
use and in what curriculum areas.

7 -



Activity 3: mpetencies and Performance Indicators"

Objective: Participants will become familiar with how performance
indicators work with the .cOmpetencies.

Preparation: Ask participants to look at their participant,
handout #3. Instruct-participants to discuss within their
group the performance indicators listed and whether the
indicators are appropriate for their classroom popdlation.

Activity 4: "Workshop Competencies and 'Performance Indicators"
...-

Objective: Participants will wri 'te individualized compbtencies
and performance indicators for their small group work within

0 grade level groups. /
i

/

Preparation: Ask the participants to read the task dire tions
for participant worksheet 4. Instruct each partici nt to do

this worksheet for him/herself. Discuss briefly the,kinds
of competencies necessary to meet the objective. ,These
competencies could include:' listens to Opinions of others,
has opinions and ideas formulated, accepts others' opinions
and ideas (plus many others -- these are to help the
participants get started). Instruct participants after
compiling ttie'competencies to focus on the performance

11. indicators fhat could help to determine whether the
competency has been met. These performance indicators mi*
include: looks at the person talking 80% of the time; ..

one idea or opinion during e group task activity;
disagrees or agrees without putting down others' ideas.

Ask the participants to share their lists within their
grade level group and to use other participants' competencieE
and indicators if appropriate for,themselves.

Activity 5: "Writing Performance Indicators"

Objective: Yarticipante will write performance indicators
within a group situation for chosen competencies.

ation: Ask participants to turn-to their grade level
domains, objectives and competencies handout #2. Ask them

Alpo select within their small group an objective within the
-Human Relations Skills domain. Instruct them to turn to
the participant worksheet 5 and fill in down through the
competencies for the chosen objective. Instruct the groups
to then decide as a group what performance indicators

V



egg

could bpAged to assess whether the competencies have been
met. Ask the groups to select a reporter to share the
performance indicators selected to the large group upon
completion of the task.

As the small groups report, note how the process of ,

concensus in determinAng performance indicators is the llama
process to be/Led in schools. /'

1'
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°GOAL____3: Participants will learn skills in utilizing a compre-
hens4ive rating scale for evaluating student outcomes.

v, .

MATERTALS/EQUIPMENT: Participant handles 4, 5,, 6 and 2.

PREPARATION: Tables for small group work.

Activity 1: "Rating by Domain"

Objective: Participants will examine the'ratings by domain and
learn the formula for rating.

PreparatiOn: Ask participants to look at'the Choosing a Degree
of Proficiency handout #4. Explain the fox n for using
the 0-30-60-90% is of proficiency. Then, ask partici-
pants to look at ueir Cofipetency Rating Scale Form handout
#5 for their appropriate, grade lev'el. Note to the members
that each domain has a separate sheet. Ask participants

,

to check handout #5 with #2 for the match up.

Invite questions, comments and encourage small group
discussion and evaluation of the rating ptocess.

, -

Activity "The Developmental Profile"

Objective: Paticipants will examine the developmental profile
form for questions 4Ad comments.

Prepatation: Ask the participants to examine the developmental
profile form, handout #7, within their grade level groups.
Ask as a large group for comments, questions, etc.

- 10-
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GOAL 4: Participants will learn skills tri'decielopying activities
to meet Career development objectives.

MATERLALS/EQUIPMENT: 8 x 11 1/2 blank' paper participant
worksheets 6 and 4, handouts.

PREPARATION: Tables for small group work.

Activity 1: "Experiencing An Activity"

Objective: Participants will experience an activity written for
students.

t
Preparation: Be thoroughly familiarwith(the activity plans for

the 2-4 Activity Positive Focus. Tell the participants they
willibe doing an exercise written with CCG-based goals and.

...,competencies: Intkoduce the exercise as suggested in the
activity plans. After the, rules have been presented and,
questions answered, ask the perticipsints to comprise their
triad with members from different grade level groups,.as
much as'Ossible. Instrusr the participants to put their
three chairth in a smallgitYght circle and to spread triads ,

out from each other. ,After the triads Aire set up, ask them ,

to select alfocUs person. Review the rules for the listeners.
Begin the two minute cycle. After the two minutes, give

s.

approximately two minutes for the listeners to process
to the speaker what each heard. Go through the two -
minute #focus and feedback cycles 4 1 each person has
been the focuence. To finish th s exerciser ask each i

`triad member to-rNtare their experience as a listener and a
*esker within their small group..

,:. Process this exercise by calling thegraae level groups
back together and handing out the Positive 'Focus handout' ;,

#7 written activity for participant review. Ask partici- /
pants to pay particular attention to the section on infus
possibilities Discuss as a 1 ge g .up rsonal reactiofis
to the exercise and infusion pos i ities. .,

/ .

.4"
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2 :,-, "Focus on Steps-An, Crtqatirig ,COrape_,tency:-. Based. ActiViities)'v
v. -A.

Objective: rarticip$nts.will be-exposed to ,the .steps in creating
competency -based activities.

-.
.

-Preparation: ,Bethotoughly/familiar with the Steps worksheet..
,, Ask participants to .look at their participant worksheet 6. -,

IGO thraugheach of-the eleven Steps individually. Point out
hatthese steps are part of a flowing process and are no$

.- rigidly ordered. Pay particularliattention to the first sdep

. )

and note'' pw Mare.information in an
s

area can enrich. Note
... ,,,T -It

how thee steps can be an idea?bank.tOr the welting of
>, several activities to meet spec tic competencies..

.

I

4.

Activityjl: ,,"' Activity Adaptation" j
1;

Objective: Participants will adapt competency-based activ ty-
tfit their particular clasaro m situation4.;

PreArlion: Ask participants to-look at the sampl activity fo
their grade level, participant. handout.#8. In ruct the
participants to go through each part of the actAi fo
and determine. if any changes for their personal tea in sire,

' -background or classroom population would be appropriate.
Inetrua-to note changes along the left=hand margin;

0

Activity ;4: "Writing an Activity"

, h
:Objective: Participants will work together within small group

to conceneuelly create a competency -based activitp_.

Preparation: sk participants to turn to their domains-
objectives co etencies handout #2. Instruct the groups to ...L
pick a do i area and accompanying objective and competency

4 'inWhic th y are more unfamiliar. Then, ask the participants
to go ack to their participant worksheet 6 and writ Jihe
agreed-upon competency(ies). Instruct the small group`g to
discuss and fill in heir steps worksheet using the
selected competency(ies).

d.

When the(groups haVecompleted their steps worksheet,
. give long 8 x 11 1/2 blank sheets to each participant

Instruct the groupsto concensually write an activity based
on their selected competency(lkes) using the Steps worksheet
as a guide.' Each group may use any format agreed ullon.

4
Y.17
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Acti

Upon cO;i1etion6, ask each.group representptive to share %a
bilef overview of their group's activity,-domain, objact

5: Clossi4cX, erase' NI. )(

.

,

ot ective:, Part ipants 41.11'raie themselves uAng'the pro- !,,,
ency con' ept rating scale oh their participation' within

their amall. groups. - .1'.

7

Preparation: rAak,participantsto turn-back to their pa icipant,
eete4 skid to read over their listed competenc s and

- p ormance indicators. Ask them to focus on the perforkance
indicators and to rat .% their individual proficiency using
the'0-,3W60. 90 paradiik. Instrudt thenOro make the scale
at the gottom of worksheet 4 and to mark the appropriate
level. . c

4
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Leader's Summary of tho Comprehensive Career
7--

GuidancetG) Project #1
' .

,

.
'

le /

There are three major domans for-this career "education prAgramL
0

lese/are: ./

lit O

DOMAIN ntewpersonal skips

,developmental Subgoals =Human Relations .Skills
-Relating with Significant others

-3 -Self Validation
ti

DOMAIN - \Jork and Life Skills

subgoals -Daily:Living
-Employability
Work and Leisure Environments

DOMAIN Life Career' Planning

subgoals -B
Educational Environment,
Self Understanding

Following is an overview chart of each domain at all grade levels
,ith the goals, objectives and competencies delineated by number:(

Overview Chart

Developmental
Level

K-1 2-4 5-6

Interpersonal
. Effectiveness
Domain

9 Goals
14 Objectives
76 Competenc.44.

-o.

9 Goals
17 9bjectives
97 Competencies .

9 Goals ,.

18 Objectives
101 Competencies

Work and Life
Skills Domain

11 Goals
22 Objectives N

55 Competencies

11 Goals
27 Objectives
75 Competencies

1

11 Goals
17 Objectives

.

59 Competencies
_

Life Career
.Planning
Domain-

10 GoalsX10

16 Objectives
64 Competencies

. t

10 10 oalg",--...-
../

Objectives
121 Competencies

10 Goals
17 Objectives

116 Competencies
.

Developmental
Level. Totals

J

30 Goals
52 Objectives

205 Competencies

30 Goals .

'66 Objectives
0 3 Competencies

30 Goads
52 Objectives

276 Competencies
.

Total:

v._

30 Goals * 1:70 Oy/-ctives,* 7.74 Competencies

o ,



A summary of-schemata involved in the CCG project is presented
below:

'DOMAIN'

SCHEMATA!

3

GOALS ,30'

EVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIV 170

COMPETENCIES , 774

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR( Locally
Determined

4

ti

41

- 15-
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Leader's Summary on Creating Peelings #2

A i Activity, action, agent

B --Belief about the activity, action, agent

C - Consequences of behavior and belief N
Rational-Emotive Therapy is ,based vion

/
thfbeliet f that emotional

disturbances are produced by our'illogcal or false beliefs about how

je should behave in the social world. These false beliefs areilcul-

dated with in us as a result of our ability-to symbolically (linguist-

ically) introject our parent's attitudes and'identify outselves with

them, as well as to introject the attitudes about how we,should behave

ffom those significant Others inour social enyironment.

Ellis believes there are two classes of emotive reactions-which

we, experience. The first class of emotive reactions are what' Ellis.

.calls feelings. These are, essentially reactions to physical sensations

which are experienced as either pleasant or painful reactions. Good

examples of these kinds of,reaCtiOns are: burning your hand on a

stove, which produces a painful reaction or drinking a; cool glass of

iced tea after a strenuous'game of tennis, which produces a pleasurable

reaction. The second class of emotive reactions are what Ellis terms

as emotions. Emotions are characterized by'sustained thought-about

an action. Much o1 what we,call emotions are nothing more than a

certain kind of bruised, prejudicial, or strongly evaluative kind of
5

thought about some event which directly 'or indirectly affect- us{



Achieving control of our emotions can be accomplished by rigorously

ciP:ilenging our internalized sentences and repiacing them with more logical

ones. This entails changing our irrational belief structure and replacing

it.with a more rational and relatively impersonalized belief structure.

One/ way of starting'to control our emotions is to recognize the

'twelve irrational beliefs which usually lead to self-inhibiting and self-

'limiting behavior. Once these irrational beliefs are recognized they

I

can be vigorously challenged with their logical equivkleots.

Ellie contends that-each of these twelve irrational beliefs is

founded upon a definitional assumption and each one.of them has no-

basis in empirical fact or common sense. Adheranqe to these beliefs

almost all cases id at-the bottom of a persoes irrational self-talkl,,

which actually produces the emotional disturbances 'that are holding

.

individuPls back from achieving adequate adjustments to themselves and

life.

The Dozen Irrational Beliefs

Which Create and Maintain Sustaine Emotional DySfunCtion

1.The belief that it is an absolute ne essity for any human being to
be loved or approved by virtually ev ry significant other person in
the community.-

2. The belief that one should be thoroughly competent, adequate, and
achieving in all possible respect if pne is to consider oneself
worthwhile.

3. The belief that 'certain people are bad, wicked, villainous and that
they should be severely blamed, and punished for their villainy.

17 -
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4. The belief that it is awful andcatastrophic when.thingssare not
the way one would very much like them to be.

5. The belief that'hUian unhappiness is externally caused and that people
have little or no ability to control thailiraorrows and disturbances.

.

6.
t

The belief that if something is or may be 4angerous or fearsome one
should be terribly concerned about it and Should keep dwelling on
the possibility of its occurring. ,

7. The belief that it is easier to avoid than face.certain life
difficulties, and responsibilities.

.8. The belief that one should be dependent on others.and needs someone
stronger than oneself/on whom to rely.

The belief that one's past hiitory is an all-important determiner
ofone's present behavior and that because something once strongly
affected one's life, it should indefinitely,..have a similar effect

. 10. The belief that one should become quiteupset over other people's
problems and disturbances.

11. The belief that there is invariably a right,,, precise, and perfect:
',solution to human problems and that it is catastrophic if this
perfect solution is not found.

12. The belief that human happiness can be achieved by inertia and
/inaction.

Rational views on the twelve irrational beliefs are as follows:

1. Tt would be more advisable and'productive for human beings to
1- concentrate on self-respect, or winning approval for practical
purposes, and on loving instead of loved.

2. It is better for human beings to strive to do well'for their own sake
rather than always trying, to better than someone else.. It better to
enjoy the activity and to learn from it rather than engaging in it with
the hopes that the results will be perfect.

3. Certain acts are socially inappropriate or downright anti- social,
And those individuals who perform these acts are behaving out of
ignorance or are just stupid. It is better to help them to .change
their misguided view of life or teach them the proper-social behavior
than to severely blame or punish them.



.,
.

4. It is unfortunate that life circumstances are often not as lire
'would like them to be, and it would be advisable to change Or .,

control conditions so they become moreisatisfactory. If the
changes or controls'are not possible it is better to temporarily
accept their existence. , . ,

ft.
.

5. Human unhappiness is cauSed4ny the way 1.6, which we perceive and
judge external conditions, not by the external conditions them-
selves. People make themselves unhappy by their illogicalor
irrational beliefs about external events.

6. It would be better for humani to face the dangerous situation orL
feared object or situation and fender it non-dangerous. When this
is not pOssible one should adept the -inevitable situation and
cope with it the best as possible.

7. All human beings must come t grips-sooner or later with thq tas#s
and responsibilities of Iife. The earlier one faces and deals with
the tasks of life the tore.experience one has with-solving life's
difficulties and the easier it-is to accept responsibility for
yourself..

8. It'is much better to act and think independently for onlyou are
responsible for what you do in life. Essentially\the more dependent
upon Others you'are theitmore dependent you become.

9. One can learn from past eickeriences, while not being overly attached
to or prejudiced by them:

v'.10: It is much better to help another person deal with his problems.
It serves no practical purpo to become upset Yourself for these
are not your problems and what-g d'does becoming upsetor disturbed
do for the person with,problems.

11. There is no such thingi as only one right and perfect solution to
any problem. There are any number of possible solUtions, one
may be better than anpther under given circumstances. It is

better to try ahumber of possIble solutions and see which one
works best.

2

12. Humans tend to be happiest when they are virtually absorbed in
creative pursuits, or when they Are devoting themselves td people
or projects outside themselves.



F.:

,Emotion then does not appear to exist in iti'own right; aa's
.-

special and almbst kystical,entity Emotions and thinking ate $.416Ately'-

interrelated acid form oneproCess and-ard more accurately detic*ibgid.

as feeling-thoughts.

Human emoting has 3 'major origins or pathways and theoe'in.w

Feelings 1. Through sensor -motor pathwayS

Feelings 2.' Through biophysical stimulation meditated the
tissues of the central and aUtonomic,nerVOUS/systeMs.

-Emotions 3. Through the cognitive processes-,

The major focus of Rational-Emotive.Therapy is upon ;the second.

class of emotive'reactions, those of sustained emotions.Sustained

emotions are prodUCed by our attitudes and belief about life which. $1e

guistically inculcated within us. Thinking and emotingCcompany

ach othet,i4,4'tautological manner. 'This is because human,beingg are

-;
reared in eoc'ia1 organizations in which language is. the main way in

which they communicOte their state of physical and eMotiOnal;well'being

,

with theMselves and Others." This is especially true, when we experience

sustained emotion. Much of our emotions take the form of self-talk or

internalized sentences of an evaluative nature, (We make a cognitive

ppraisil or judgement. This self-talk,frequenely'betoMes our emotions.

A great deal of what we call emotions are essentially an appraisal

of cognitive sentiment that is strongly slanted or biased by our pre-

vious perceptions and experiences that are highly personalized and are

often accompanied by gross psychophysiological body reactions, and that

7.20
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are likely to induce. us into taking some type of action in either a ,

positiVe or negitive direction. The intensity and directions thit we

take is determined by the kind of.self-talk'we employ. That is, we

usually employ either logical or illogical self-talk". The'self-talk

- ,
-7-

is based upon the kinds of assumptions or beliefs we haVe about oui

conditions in the world and how the world should behave in relation

4 p \.......N.
:

..tQ US

.\\.

EmotionaWisturbances

Emotional disturbances are created and maintained as the result

of false or illogicaybeliefs about an individual's status in life or

about the individual's relationship with the.eiternai social world,

These illogical beliefs are developed through early conditioning in,

life, introjected attitudes and beliefs (verbal indoctrination) and

by autosuggestion.

Peoge with emotional dysfunctions create and maintain their

disturbance by autosuggestion. They reindoctrinate themselves in their

false assumptions about their lack of self-worth by ieir illogical self-
.

talk. They linguisticely hood-wink themselves by developing defined'

fears and continuation of their illogical belief6 about. life.

The deEined fears and sentiments are linguistically abstrackedrules

about what is the proper way of behavinfi in society or "real socialv

truth" which is based upon false assumptions, which are not connected

to physical or social reality.

tt

r
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The emotionally disturbed individi

emotional responses b his Magic 1 al

through his self-talk a defit> d needs

self-talking abilities p m to f(

for human survival; these are in iab

They cone:1st of such demands as the nei
. .

shelter, health, and freedom ittoM phys:

Self-talking permits the.emotiona:

imately tianslate Jis sysychological dei

approval, success, and leisure into def

disturbed individual has defined his d4

the false definitions of his parents of

abilities beautifully enable him to col

this-nonsensical manner even though till

back tgLse definitions.

Sustained negative emotion/are t

ignorance, or disturbances .(biophysica:

somatic tissues)t. Rarely area person

broUght about by an external event. Et

most part, generally arise from the ii

self-talk about some antecedent event.

or personalized bias about the antece;

and maintains'the sustained emotional

- 22
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6a1 creates his dysfunctional

ttitudes about the-human CondltiOn

s. The disturbed individual's

or et his real needs, or necessities

)1y- f phydic sensory nature.

ed fo\sufficient food, fluids,

' Cal pain.

fly disturbed person to

sires like the, desire for ,love,

finitional heeds. 'Then once the,,

esires-as his deeds, and accepted

T group; his self-talking

ntinue to define his desires in

.ere islin-supporti,ng evidence to

.nvariable the result of stupidity

J. imbalances ip the 'brain or

L's sustained negative .emotions

n otional disturbances, for the

ndividual's conscious or unconscious

Thue, it is the false belief

dent event or object which creates

/
disturbanc'e.



PARTICIPANT WORKSHEETS
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SL

Focus on the ABC's
/of

Feelings

TASK DIRECTIONS

Fill out according to the directions given to you y the
workshop leader.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.3

WORKSHEET 1

s



The "Goodies"
4

TASK DI CTIGNS

r J. InYour small groups, brainstorm the possible benefits
ti:achera could derive from active participation in a competency-

---Tbas4d career guidance program!

1.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. s

10.

WORKSHEET-

/.



CCG. COMPETENCY

'
t t s lAlready) H4ppening.

VASK'DIRECTIONS,
In your small k atC under Human Relations Skills.

Take each competency torM.what you, are ALREADY doing
that could-meet thesompet iesunderthe developmental '

objective. List the competencylirtitp than what activities, and
finally where in the curriculum it is located. 4

_
4

CURRENT ACTIVITIES-WHAT CURRICULUM ACTIVITY----WHERE

WORKSHEET 3
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_Personal Competencies
)

TASK DIREGTIONS

In your small gwyll. take
and decide.what competencies a

y to achieve the goal.
Be sPe9ific,andfuse descr

.ff 9

--J,

the developmental objtive below
perso4rwould

i

possess i be able-

7
iptors that are Clear and observable.

. AV i9
,DOMAIN: INTERPERSONAL EFFECWENESS
\ y 4 I.- I

A. f--Human Relation Skills: Eessing Ovinions )and Beliefs
... i

,

.

The workshop participants will'be ablerto enree4opinions,
,

r
share ideas, give and accept feedback openly, hoffEbtly. and
comfoitably.

COMPETENCIES:,

A.

a

RMANCE INDICATORS:,

WORKSHEET 4

1

r.

4



''Performance Indicators`

TA$1CDIRECTIONS
;

4
.. Within your small group,: select an:obje ive,swithinthe !lumen

Relations4kills domain and fill in the worksheet. Work as a group
to decide upon performance indicators-to match the competencies-.

Developmental Level

Domain:

Goal: /

Developmenta Objective:

Competencies:

4

performance Indicators:

4

4

Materials:

Arrangements:

t

)'

WORKSHEET 5



STEPS IN COMPETENCY - BASED ACTIVITY WRITING

TASK DIRECTIONS

The following are aspects of competency - based

activity writing. These are not to be used in a locked in

order, but represent a flowing process.

1

Look at a specific".(0)1PET' ,

info .: tion?

k .

.

.

e.g. school CoUnselor

..:'-Do I need mor

-If 4s,,sii:the

Dictionary

, Thesaurus

journals7

Consultants,

FocusHon,your STUDENTS.

-What is the age range?

-What. do they like to do at this age?

-What can they do at this age?
.

-What can't the do at this a:e?

Consider the PROCESS possibilities.
.

-Look at your "bank of strategies . , ,

7Update your bank of strategies

'- Idea books (SPICE,,etc.)

,_ Professional ma:azineg ournal

Consider the ACTION involve. In the strategy.

-What' activities
,

mitt ht bilused? #

-How might the task direaions be worded?

Focus on tht BASIC SKILLS involved in the action-and

process. .,

-Look at the possible.bagic skills used.

.;7Consider the various subject matter concepts

covered. ri

1'

WORKSHEET 6



Look at the INFUSION possibilities. ,

,
.-- consider the dompleted,aqivity.as an

, introduction, development or follow

_i________LA___IiiLELL_______"utothesubemattersi

,

Consider the USEFULNESS of the basic skill.

-How is the basic academic skill used

in students' or adultd work, leisure,

family member; or citizen roles?

-How is the ccc competency used in

students' or adults' work, leisure,

family member, or citizen roles.

Look at the MATERIALS/RESOURCES involved.

-What is needed?

-What is available?

Consider the CLASS GROUPINGS.

.
,

-How can you give everyone a chance

to participate?

Look at the PREPARATION TASKS for, org'anizing .
%

.

and preparing.

-Class groupings ,

.

-Materials

-Resources

Consider ADAPTATIONS for

-Fast finishers

-Slow workers



Domains and Goals
4

v .TASk DIRECTIONS
. C..

-t,

4r=0""This is an overview Of the three goal areas and accompanying
goals. ;Use this fOr your information and review.

, .

1

..6

DOMAIN: ,,INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS
,:. . .-

.
,

jGbal A: The studentli will be fable to recognize, that their behaNior
vi toward others affects, others' behavior towards-them.
* ,

,

Goal B: The fudents will be able to demonstrate an undernding of
the process of making and keeping friendships.

-1

Goal'C: The students will'be able to demonstrate an understanding of
the various methods of expressing their opinions and beliefs.

Goal D: The students will be able to identifysocially acceptable
behaviors occurring in a group situation. '1

Goal'E: The students will be able to recognize the effects of
,competitiveness-and cooperativeness with both peers andadylts.

y.

Goal E: The student/6 will be able to recognize the value and process
of esta0IiAing an effective relationship with their families.

Goal G: The students will be able to achieveefeelings of worth-
whileness.

Goal H: The students will., be able/to recognize that they can exercise
some control over themselves and their environment.

Goal The students will be able to dempnstrate an understanding
'that all individuals, including themse'ves,-have different
and varying personal characteristics d abilities which
distinguish thep from one another, an that certain of these
characteristics and abilities may ch ge frog time to time.

DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS

Goal A: The students- will be able to identify consumer skills that
are used in daily living.

HANDOUT 1
')

n't kJ



Goal B: T1--1 students will be able to identify the relevancy df school
sub4ect matter and other school. experiences to community,
home, leisure, and occupations.

Goal d: The students will be able to recognize that others depend on
them ,`in helping performa task and will be ableto identify
situation in which people depend on each other to perform
certain tasks.

Goal D: The stud/en s wil be'able to recognize the value (persTal
rewards) hich comas from task well done.

Goal E: The students will, e able to recognize that.tasks ha4"-e a
1 purpose .nd that gte are followed in completing a task.

Goal F: The/students will he able to recognize certain Personal
characteristics that are related, to job fields. c

Goal C: ,-The students will be able to distinguish between work and
leisure time activities.

Goal H: The students will be able to recognize that respect is due to
others for the contributions they make in their various roles
and when their work is well done, regardless of its nature.

Goal : The students'will be able to recognite that all people perform
some type of work:

Goal J: The students will be able to recognize that work roles may
change during one's career or that a worker may have multiple
roles at the same time.

Goal K: The students will be able to recognize that there are families
(clusters) of jobs which relate to one another and.that one's
interests and abiliti4 can relate to several jobs as a result.

DOMAIN: LIFE CAREER PLANNING

Goal A: The students will be able to recognize that attitudes and
values affect decisions, actions, and life styles.

toal B: The students will be able to recognize that they make
decisions and that their lives are influenced by decisions
made by themselves and by others.

O

HANN UT 1
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Goal 'C: The students will be- able to recognize that there can be
alternative decision-making courses, with differing,
consequences.

.Goal D: The students willbe able to recognize that "planning"
leads to more effective performance than does chandeor
"trial and error"-approach to a task.

The students will be able to demonstrate. effective study and
learning skills.

Goal E:

Goal F:

Goal G:

Goal Hi

Goal, I:

Goal J:

The students will be able to employ listening and speaking
akills that aliow for involvewant in classroom discussions and
ctivities.

.

The students will by able to realistically evaluate ability,
progress, and methods of improvement in various subject areas.

The students will be
aid in accomplishing

The (gtudents will be
in all types of life

able to recognize how individual abilities
different tasks.

able to recognize that learning occurs
situations.

The students will be able to appreciate the value of
clarifying and expanding th- ;,terests and capabilities.

A

f

rl
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Domains, Objectives, Competencies

TASK DIRECTIONS

Following' are all of the domains; objectives, and
competencies for K-1. This 'handout will be Used periodically
throughout the workshop.

HANDOUT #2
4
"1'J

4
tir



1/0MAIN: INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

A. Hugan Relations Skills:. Behavior Affects Behavior

sr

The students are able to recognize that their behavior toward
others affects others' behavior toward them.

#1. Interpe sonal Relationships:: The students will be aware of the

r\li

various nterperson relationships in their lilies.
,.,

The students will be k ble to:

'define interpersonal relationShips.

identify interpersonal relationships with peers.

identify interpersonal relationships with siblings.

identify interpersonal relationships with teachers.

identify interpersonal relationships with parents.

identify interpersonal relationships with other adults.

2. Responses:4. The students will be aware of the different types
of responses they use in interpersonal relationships.

The students are able to:

recognize verbal responses.

identify verbal responses they use in terms of quiet or noisy.

recognize verbal responses they use as being questions,
statements, 'or exclamations.

recognize that they use pleasant and unpleasant verbal
responses.

identify the verbal responses they use with peers.

identify the verbal eeqponses they use with adults.

1



recognize nonverbal responses.
*(i.e, nodding head, clapping, waving, etc.)

'idettify nonverbal'responses they. use in terms of quiet or
noisy.

recognize. the nonverbal responses they use.,

recognize that they use, pleasant and unpleasant nonverbal
responses. f

'identify the nonverbal responses they use with peers.

'identify the nonverbal responses they use with adults.

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the
process of making and keeping friendships.

#1. Friendship Characteristics: The students will be aware of the
skills and characteristtcs that make up a friendship.

The students are able to:

'define what sharing means.

'recognize that sharing is a characteristic of friendship.

define ways to solve problems bet, ieen two peonl

'recognize that skill in problem-solving it
friendships.

C. Human Relations Skills: Expressing Opinions and Beliefs

The students will be able to demonstrate an awarenesb of various
methods of expregsing their opinions and beliefs.

#1. Responses: The student will be aware of different 6rpesiof-
responses.

-2-
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Tie students are able to:

'define what a verbal response is.

identify verbal responses in terms of statements, questions,
or exclamations.

recognize verbal responses that relate to the topic of
discussions

define a nonverbal response.

recognize ways that silence can be used as a response.

recognize ways that body language can be used as a response.

recognize that understanding the meaning of nonverbal responses
is important.

'\

D. Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors in Groups

The students will be able to identify socially acceptable behaviors
occurring in a group situation.

1. Group Situations? The etudents will, be aware of various group
situations.

VI

The students are able to:

define the meaning of group.

'identify large groups of which they are members.

'identif small groups of which they are members.

identify peer groups of which they are members.

'identify mixed (children and adults) groups of which
they are members.

#2. Behaviors That Help or Hinder: The students will be aware
of those behaviors that help or hinder group cooperation and
effectiveness.

A
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The students are able to:

'recognize that lisning helps group cooperation and
effectiveness.

*recognize that taki4 turns helps group cooperation.and
effectiveness.

*recognize that paying attention. helps group cooperation
and effectiveness.

'recognize that participation helps group cooperation
and effectiveness.

*recognize that encouragement helps group cooperlon
and effectiveness.
*(encouragement: focusing on assets and strengths to build

self-confidence and selt esteem.)

*recognize that int pting hinders group cooperation
and effectiveness.

recognize that not paying attention to others hinders
cooperation and effectiveness.

recognize that not getting involved hinders group cooperation
and effectiveness.

recognize that discoUragement hinders group cooperation and
effectiveness.
* (discouragement: focusing on mistakes and weaknesses to

erode self-confidence'and self-esteem; discouragement results
in negative behavior.)

E. Relating With Significant Others: Competitiveness and Cooperativeness

The students will be able to recognize the effects of competitiveness
and cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

#1. Cooperativeness: The students will be aware of what constitutes
cooperatiVeness.-

;I(
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The students are able to:

*define cooperativeness.
6 *(cooperativeftess: working 'togeth tow-rd a common' goal.)

recognize from examples th0se situations where cooperative ess,
is demonstrated.

*

2. Competitiveness: The students will be aware of what consti,tutes
competitiveness.

(

The students ar able to:,

*define competitiveness.
*(competitiveness: centencUng,with others for profit, prize,

or j .31tion;.a contest.)

re

it
frow

~rates:.

rions where competitiveness

F.' Relating With Significant.Others: Family Relationships

The students will be able to recognize the value and the process .

pf establishing an-effective relationship with their families.
a )

1.1,1. Roles of Family ember's: The students will be aware of the
roles of each mercer of their families.

The students are able to: (/

'define family.

*(include each member of a household, whether actually
related or -`not.)

ist various family roles.
*(i.e. baby, cook, helper, gardener, etc.)

list the roles of each member in their families.

#2. Family Relationships-Their Own: The students will be aware of
their family relationships.

-5-



The students are able to:

'describe their relationships with their mothers.

'describe their relationships w th/kheir fathars.

'describe their relationships w th their brothers and sisters,

'describe their relationships th any other, persons living
with the gamily, relited'or not.

recognize that relationships-differ just as individuals differ.

G. Self Validati orthwhileness

The students will be able to achieve feelings of worthwhileness.

1istinguishing factors: The students will be aware of factors
thot distinguish self from others.

Tile students are able)to:

'list physical factors that distinguish self)rom others.

'list emotional factors that distinguish self from others.
*(i.e. cheerfulness, temper, shyness, etc.)

*list social and economic faCtors that distinguish self from
others.

1 ,

list intellectual factors that distinguish self from others.

#2. Feeling anQ Causes: The students will be aware of feelings
and theii%causes.

The students are able'to:

know that sadness is a feeling..

list what causes them to feel sad.

-know that anger is a feeling.

-6-
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'list what causes them to feel angry.

*knolphatbappines8 is a feeling.

* list what)causes(them to feel' happy.

''know thatear is a feeling.

* list' what causes them to feel afraid.

know that being proud is a feeling.

list what causes them to feel proud.

H. elf Validation: Control Over See and Environment

The students will be able to recognize that they can exercise
some control over themselves and their environment.'

#1. Affecting Things and Others: The students will h6 aware that
they affect things and others around them.

The students are able to:

describe how they affect things and others in the clapsrobm.

describe how they affect things and others in their homes.

describe how they affect things-and others in their
neighborhoods.

I. Self Vaitation: Individual Differences

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding that all
individuals, including themselves, have different and varying personal
characteristics and abilities which. distinguish them from one
another,'and that certain of these characteristics and abilities
may change from time to time.

I

#1. People: Alike or Different. The students will be aware of
ways that people are alike kInd/or different from the0.

0
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st den are able to:

define like and° different.'

identify some basic personal characteristics,
*(i.e. eyes, mouth, hair-color, height, etc.)

*identify some perdonal charac, feristiy s of others.

/
identify ways they are like and different from others.

-8-



DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS
v

A. Daily Living: Consumer Skills

The'students will ge able to identify consumer skills that are
Used in daily living.

#1. The Consumer: The students will be aware .of what a consumer is
and what he/she does.

The students are able to:

'define consumer.
*(consumer: a person who buys or uses things.)

*list what a consumer does.

recognize themselves as consumers.

recognize family membdrs as consumers.
)

Daily Living,: School Relevancy:

The students will be able to identify the.relevancy of' school
subject matter'and the school experiehces to.community, home,
leisure, and occupations.

1. School Experiences: The students will be aware of the school
academic and social experiences at their grade level.

The students are able to:

list school social experiences they encounter at their grade
21evelp.

list school academic experiences they encountervat their grade
levels.

4
2. School Relates to Family: The students will be aware of how

school academic and social experiences relate to the activities °
of family members in the home.

The students are able to:

-9-,



'list their family members.
1

'identify the activities of their family members.

identify a home activity they engage in which uses school
academic or social experiences. e.

`identify a homeactivity an adult engages in which uses a'
schooklipcademic Or 'social experience.

C. Task Responsibility /Employability: Dependency to Task Accomplishment4
. 7

The students will be able to recognize that others dependon them
in helping perform a task and will be able to'identify situatlona,
in whi h people depend on each other to perform certain tasks%

10.

, a

ParticiRation: The students will be aware of activities, in
whiCh they can participate.

The students are able to

'list those acitivites in which theycan participate.

'identify from examples those tHings they can do.

't74

D. Task Responsibility /Employability: Value From Tasks Well Done

The students will be able to recognize the value (personal
rewards) which comes rom a task welliione.

1, Abilit To Acc ish Tasks:' _istudents will be aware of tasks
that they are ab e to accomplis

The,students.are able to:

those tasks that they are able to accomplish.

identify from examples those things ty can accomplish.

define reward.
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E. Task .Responsibility/EMployability: Purpose and Steps ofja Task .

-The students will be able to recognize that taska'have a purpOse
and that steps are followed in completing a task.

1. -Tasks: The students will be aware of tasks carried out by,"-
themselves.

The studn)nts are able to:

'list'thOse tasks that t ey carry out themselves.

:identify from exam es thoia'tasks they can carry out",
themselves.

#2. Task Purpose: The students will be aware of the purpose of
those tasks carried out by themselves and cabers.

,Thg students are Ale to:

recognize the purposes of those tasks they can,;accomplish..

recognize from examples the purposes of those tasks-others
accomplish.

I,

F. Task Responsibility/Employability: Personal Characteristics and
Job Fields ,

The students will be able to recognize c'ertainpaIrsonal,characeer-
'sties that are related to job fields.

#1. Jobs: The students will be aware of various jobs.

The students are able to:

list several jobs performed in their community.

recognize that there are product-oifented and service-
oriented occupations.

identify some product-oriented occupations.
*(product-oriented nccupations: jobs in which workers make

or repair things.)



identify some.service-oriented 'occupations.
*(service-oriented occupations: jobs in which workers do

things for us.)

G. Work and Leisure Environment: Wo k and:eieure Activities

The students %Jill be alilA to distin ish betweelivork and leisure
time ac

#1. pork: The students will be aware of what work means:
,

They students are able, to:

'define work.

'identify examples of work from situations presented to
them.

2. Leisure: ,The students will be aware of what leisure means.

The students are able'to:

define leisure (or free time).

identify exampres of leisure frdm situations presented to
them.

3. Work Activities: The students will be, aware of various work
activities.

The students are able to:

*list work activities involving themselves.

;*list work activities performed by others.

4. 'Leisure Activities: The stud ts will be aware of various
leisure time activities.

The students are able to:

*list leisure activities involving themselves.
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list leisure activities performed,by Others.

H. Work Ind Leisure Environment: Respect'For Work Done Well
Abe_ :

The studen a will be able to reCognize that respect is due to others
for the contributions they make in their various roles -,and when their
work id well done, regardless of its nature.

,

1. Mork Roles of Those Around Them: The students will be aware
of- the work roles of peg around ttlet.

The students are able to(

-identify Various Pee with whom they 44 involved.
.

.

- define work role. .

-list work roles of people around them.
*(i.e. teachers, custodian, cook, etc.)

2. Work Roles Purposes: The students will be aware that each worn
role has a purpose.

The students are able to:

1ist the purposes of the work roles of the people around them;

-list the purposes of their wsri....roles as students. A

#3. -Respect:, The students will be aware of the meaning of respect.

The students are able to:

- define respect.

recognize ways others show respect toward them.

-recognize ways they may show respect toward others.

- recognize situations in which respect is being given.

-13-
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I. Work and Leisure Environments: All People Work

e students will be able to recognize that all people perform
ome type of work.

1. Work: The students will be aware of what work means.

The students are able to:

.define work.

1

'identify from situations presented to them examples of work.

#2. Work Activities: The students will be aware of various
work activities. .

*.

t

The students are abld,to:

.list variouOrori7nCtivities.

..list work activities in which they are involved.

3. Family Members Work: The students 4411 be aware that family
meers work. ft

yetUdents are, able to

Veikify the members of their families.

.identily the work that each family member does.

J. Work and Iisure Environments: Work Roles Change/Multiple Roles

Theistude ts will be 410 to re ognize that work roles may cha
during one's career or that wo ker may have mdltiple roles
at the same time.

a

#1. Change: The students will be aware that change does take place
throughout their lives.
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The students are able to:

define change.

describe the changes that have and are taking place n their
lives.

9) .

2. Worker: The studentewill be aware of what a woike

The students are able to:

*define worker. -1' A.

'identify worker's from eXampleagived to ahem.

Work and Leisure Environments: Interests and Abilities Relate to .

Job Clusters

The students will be able to recognize,that there are families,
(clusters) of jobs which, relate to one another 'and' that' one's"/
interests add abilitiee,can relate to several jots as

1.0Jobs: The students will be aware of various jobs.

The students ale

list several.j6hs perfdrmed in their community.-
4 (

#2. Job Fields Relate: The students will be aware that some job
fieds relate to other job fields.

The students are able-to:

recognize that tflete are product-orient
oriented occupations.

and servic-

j.dentify some product - oriented occupatio s
*(product-oriented odt4iations: jobs in which workers make
or repair things.)

(r/-identify some service-oriented occupations.
*(service-oriented occupations: jobs in which workers clo

things for us.)

-15-
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list some job fields that are related (go together).
*(i.e. doctors-nurses, park ranger-farmer, etc.)

I

\
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/
DOMAIN: LIFE CAREER PLANNING

016

A. Planning Skills: Attitudleiknd-Values Affect Decisions, Actions,
and Life Styles

el
The studen 4111 be a le to recognize that attitudes and values
affect'de Cons, actions, and life.styles.

I. Attitudes and Values: The students aware of what attitudes
and values are.

c

s) INF
Theatudents are able to:

define attitude.
7*(attitude:.a mood or felling toward something, usually in

positiveor negative terms.).

define,value.
*(valuei something that a person values is something that

is very important to that person.)

#2. Everytme Has Attitudes and Values: The students will be aware
that attitudes and values exist for everyone.

The students are able to:

identify the attitudes of their classmates on a particular
subject.

'identify their own attitudes toward that subject.

identify the value-placed on an object by their classmates.

identify the values they themAlves place on that object.

1

B. 'Planning Allis: Decisions Made,B; Self and Others
'14 c D.

The students will be able to recognize that they make decisions and
that their lives ae influenced b4 decisions made by,themselves and

I by others.

47.
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1. Decision-Making: hs/students will be aware of what decision-
...--. making means.

The students are ableitd:

*define decision-isAng.
'4F r-

--
recogniie from examples decision-making ytuations.

#2. Everyone Makes Decisions: The students will b aware that
everyone makes 4eciiions.

The students are able to:

list decisions that they make themselves.

*list decisions that their parents make.

*list decisions that their teachers make.

list decisions that their classmates make.

C. PlanninS Skills: Alternative Decision-Making Courses

)

;The Students will be able to recognize that there can be alternative
decision-making courses, with differing consequences.

#1. Decision is The students will be aware of what decision -
making meani. .., ,

*(This objectivelarhe same as
t Goal B, Objective #1.)\ .

The students are able to:

'define decision-making.

*recognize from examples decision making situations.
)

2. Ever on Makes Decisions: The stude ts will be aware
.everyo .makes decisions. /
*(This . bjective is the same as Goal ObjectiV

,

The u ents are able to

'list de'cisions that -they make themselves. *
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'list decisions that their parents make.

list decisions that their teachers make.

list decisions-that their classmates make.

D. Planning Skills: Planning vs. Trial and Error

The students will be able to recognize that "planning" leads to a more
effective performance than does chance or the "trial and error"
approach to a task.

II. planning Process:- The students Will be aware of tfie planning
vrocess.,

Thd students are able tot:

define the'planning process.

'identify fr-..iituatons presentedAolthem.exaMples of planning.

2. Trial and Error:' The students will be aware of the trial and
error approach to a task.

The students are able to:

define what is meant by trial and error.

'identify from situations presented to them examples-of the
trial and errorapproachto tasks.

E. Educational Environment: Demonstrating Effective Study and-Learning
Skills

The students-will be able to demonstrate effective study and learning
skills.

#1. Study and Learning Skills: The students will be aware of why,
constitutes effective study and learning skills.
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The students are able to:

'define skill./

recognize that reading and reading comprehension are effective
study and learning skills.

recognize that writing .is an effective study and learning skill.
A

*,
'recognize that listening is'an effective study and learning
skint

41 i . I
'recognize thit attentiveness isin effiCtive study and ldarning

t skill.
t :

'

V 1

recognize thlthe ability to question is an effective learning
skill.

F Educational Environment: Using Listening and Speaking Skills

The students will be able to employ listening and speaking skills
that allow for involvement in classroom discussions and activities.

#1. Listening Skills: The students will be aware of listening Itills
and how to use them in the classroom.

The students are able tlie

'define listening (as opposed to hearing). '2

recpgnize that attentiveness is a prerequisite for liening..

'identify situations where/attentiveness occurs'. in the classroom.1,

'recognize that knowing when to listen and when to speak
(timing) occurs in the classroom.

'identify situations where knowing when to listen and when
to speak (timing) occurs in the classroom.

recognize that listening Aor.the content of the sfseaker's
message is a helpful

6G



identify situations where listening for the content of

the speakees message occurs in the_classroom.

'recognize that listening to remember is a helpful skill.

'identify situations where listening to remember occurs in
the classroom.

. 2. Speaking Skills: The students will be aware of speaking skills
and how to use them in the classroom.

The students are able to:,

'define speaking-in relapinn to speaking skills.
*(i.e. to express oneself, verbally relay a mesa*, as

opposed to babbling; etc.)

'recognize that preliminary skills are necessary
verbalization.
*(i.e. raise their hands to get attention, wait

turn to speak, responding when spoken to, etc.

before actual

until.their

identify situations in the classroom where these preliminiry
skills occur. ,

'recognize that-speaking distinctly is a helpful skill.

'identify situations inIthe .classroom whew speaking distinctly
proves helpful.

recognize that speaking with an adequate voice level is a
helpful skill.

*(i.e. not too loudly, not too softly.)

'identifying situations in the clasgroom where an adequate
voice level proves helpful.

recognize that responding appropriatelY'is a helpful speaking,
skill.

identify situations where responding appropriately occurs in
the classroom.

recognize that contributing to the topic at hand-is a helpful
speaking skill.

identify, situations where contributing to the topic at hand
occurs in the classigom.
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G. Educational Environment: Evaluating Ability, progress, and
Methods of Improvement

I

The students will be able to realistically evaluate ability,
progress, and methods of improvement in various'subject areas.

fl. Evaluation: The students will be aware df various, methods
ofy.evaluation.

The students are able to:

*define evaluation.

identify various ways of evaluating.

'recognize that evaluation takes place in their classroom.

're pgnize ways that evaluation takes piaCe in their classroom.

H. Self Understanding: Individual Abilities Aid in Task Accomplishment

The students will be able to recognize how individual abilities
aid in accomplishing different tasks.

#1. Abilities: The atudents°will be aware o f the abilities of
themselves and others.

The students are able to:

define ability
*(ability: the" power or skill to do some special thing.)

identify abilities found in classmates

identify abilities found in themselves.

I. Self Understanding: 'earning In Life Situations

The students will be able to recognize that learning occurs in
all types offlife situations.

t.

6,k
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1.- Learning:Ihe'-students, will be aware of what constitutes
learning.

The students are able to:

*define learning as bei/T-Able to do anything they could not -

do before.

*identify larious learning sitautions.

#2. Learning In Their Lives: The students will be aware that
learning takes place in their daily lives.

The students are able to:

list learning situations that occur for them at school.

list leakning situations occur for them at home.

ilist learning situations that occur in the community.

Self Understanding: Clarifying and panding Ftliterests and Cap -
jbilities

The students will be able to appreciate the value of clarifying
and expanding their interests and capabilities.

#1. Interests and Capabilities: The students will be aware of their
interests and capabilities.

The students are able to:

define interests.

'define capabilities.

'identtfy from examples those situations which involver
interests.

'1(IntRiv from examples th,pse situations which involve



Domainss Object es, Competencies

TASK DIRECTIONS.

Following are all of the domains, objectives, and
competencies for 2-4. This handout will be used periodically
throughout the workshop.
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DOMAIN: INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

1114A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affelnehlvior

it The students will He able to recognize that their behavior toward
others affects others' behavior towards them.

111. e'Of Rea onses: The students will understand th ee different
t pes of responses they use in interpersonal relationships,

The students are able to:

recognize that there can be verbal or nonverbal responses,

define verbal responses.

provide examples, of their quiet verbal responses.

A

provide. 'exvles of theinolsy verbal) responses.

interpser-the,verbal responses they give as statements;
questions, or exclamations. Nj
compare and contrast the verbal'responses.they give in terms
of pleasantness and unpleasantdeA.

'provide examples of the kinds of verbal responses they use
with pours.

)provide examples the kinds of verbal responses they use
with adults.

defihe nonverbal responses in terms of silence, body language,
etc.f
provide examples of the types of nonverbal responses they
giv%

provide examples of their quiet nonverbal responses.

provide examples of their noisy nonverbal responses.

compare and Contrast their nonverbal responses in terms of
pleasantness and unpleasantness.



o .

j-

provide examples of the kinds of nonverbresponses t
use with peers.

y

'provide examplgs of the kinds of nonverbal responses they
use with adults.

*recognize that any response is based on the interpretation
( of what was being communicated.

2. Actions of Others Affect Behavior: The students will be
aware how the actions of others affect their behavior.

The students are able to:

*list various actions of other classmates.

'recognize how the actions of others affect their feelings
(emotions).

recognize how the actions of others affect their decisions.

'recognize how the actions ofOthersaffect their conduct.

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the
process of making and keeping friendgkips. /4111,,

1. Friendship Characteristics: The students will understand what
skills and characteristics make up a friendship.

The students are able to:

recognize that sharing is acharacteristicof friendship.

give examples of situations where sharing occurs in
friendship.

'recognize that skill in problem-solving is necessary for
friendship.

'give examples of situations where problem-solving occurs
in friendship.

-2-
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define trust.

'give examples of situations where trust occurs as a
characteristic of friendship.

'define genuineness:

'give examples of situations where genuineness occurs in
friendship.

*define loyalty.

give examples of situations where loyalty occurs in
friendship.

9
#2. Making and Keeping Friendships: The students will be aware

of the process of making and keeping friendships.

The students are able to:

recognize that caring about others is a basic key to making
and keeping friendships.

recognize that a dAsire for friendship is a requirement for
irking and keeping friendships.

list ways they can initially act friendly as a means of
making new friendships.
*(i.e. speaking kindly, being genuinely interested; sharing

activities, experiences, feelings, etc.)

recognize that the development of trust and the de0-lopment
of loyalty are ways of keeping friendships.

C. Human Relations Skills: Expressing Opinions and Beliefs

The Grudei,ts will be able to demonstrate an awareness of the
varioyS methods of expressing their opinions and beliefs.

1. Opinions, Beliefs and Facts: The students will be aware of
what constitutes an opinion, a belief, and a fact.

The students are able to:



'defing opinion:

'recognize from examples whial are opinions.

'define belief.

*recognize from examples which are beliefs.

'define fact.

'recognize from examples which are facts.

'identify thg relative strength of feelings that is associated
with an opinion, a belief, and a fact.

2 People Have Opinions and Beliefs: The students will be aware

that all people have opinions and beliefs.

The students are able to:

list the opinions of several people on one topic.

*list their own opinions on that same topic.

list,the beliefs of several people on 6ne topic.

list their own beliefs on that same topic.

1 #3. Methods of Expression: The students will be aware of the
various methods of expressing opinions and beliefs.

The students are able to:
ior

list verbal methods of expressing opinions and beliefs.

*list nonverbal methods of expressing,,,opinions and beliefs.

recognize those methods of expression which encourage
others to listen.

recognize those methods of expression which encourage others
to respond.

Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors in Groups

The students will he able to identify socially acceptable behaviors
occuring In a group siltuation.
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#1. Behaviors TIA

those behavio
effecfiveness

A

Hinder: The students will understand
s that help or hinder group cooperation and

The students a e able to:

'explain how listen1ng helps group cooperationnd effectiveneEts
.

king turns.helps group cooperation andexplain why
.effectiveness.

explain how payin: attention helps group cooperatiop and
effect4iveness

c

give ex ples of ways thatparticiPationhelps group cooperation
and eff tiveness.

expl4n.why encouragement helps group cooperation and
effpctiveness.
*(9hcouragement: focusing on assets and strengths o build
/self-confidence and self-esteem.)

explain why interiupting hinders group cooperation and
effectiveness.

explain how ignoring others hinders group cooperation
and effectiveness.

*give examples of situations where not getting involved
hinders group cooperation and effectiveness.

'explain how discouragexnt hinders group cooperation and
effectiveness. I
*(discouragement: focusing on mistakes and weakneases to

erode self-confidence and esteem.)

2. Ights of Self and Others: The students will be aware
that those behaviors which help the group to function
include observing the rights of self and others. '

The students are able to:

define the rights of self in a specific group.

define the rights of others in the same specific group.

-5-
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recognize how observing the rights of self and others
heaps group cooperation andeffedtivenese.

Relating With Significant Others: Competitiveness and

Cooperativeness

The students will be able to recognize t e effects of competitiveness
and cooperativeness with both peers and adults.

1. Effects ;7)i' -Coo erativeness: The stodenss will be aware of the

results of coop rativeness.
\\ V

The students are Mile' to: '1

.-define cOoperative 1 ess.
*(cooperativeneSs: 'working together toward a common goal.)

1 l:
recogniie some helpful results of cooperativeness.

4L'recognize some harmful results of cooperativeness.

* (i.e. a person not learnItig because others are doing

too much for him, etc.)

#2. Effects of Competitiveness: The students will be aware of

the results of competitiveness.

The students are able to:

define competitiveness.
*(competitiveness: contending viith othrs
or pogition; a contest.)

recognize some helpful results of Competitiveness.

ofit, prize,

recce some harmful results of competitiveness.

T. Relating With Significant Others: Family'kelationAips
4

The students will he able to recognize the value and process of
establishing an effective relationship with their families.

04-
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#1. Process of Establishing Effective Family Relationships.
The students will be aware of the process of establishing
effective family relationship:

The students are able to:

wre

*define an effective family relationship.

'identify the belief at all persons are equal in worth
and dignity as a part of the process of establishing effective
family relationships.

*recognize that respect is a part of the process of establOhing
effective family relationships.

recognize that listening is a part of the process of
establishing effective family relationships.

recognize that communication skills are necessary for the
process of establishing effective f roily relationships.

*recognize that cooperation is a part of th4 process of
establishing effective family,relatio ships.

recognize that regular family meetings can be a helpful
part of the process of establishing effective family
relationships.
*,(reference: Raising a Responsible Chill or the S.T.E4.

Parent's Handbook, boph by D. Dinkmejer, and G. McKay.)

G. Self Validation: Wofthwhileness

The students will be able to achieve feelings of worthwhileness.'

Activities: The students will be aware of the activities they
perform that make'them feel worthwhile.

The students are able to:

identify those physical activ ties they perform Vitt makE

, them:feel worthwhile.
*(i.k. during recess, during P.E., et,c.)

Nv

identify those activities they perform at school that make
them feel worthwhile.

identiFv those activities th perform at home that make
them feel worthwhile.

r. ,a



.identify'those social activities they perkormthat.
make them feel. worthwhile.

2. Personal Characteristics: The students will be aware of
personal' characteristics that make them feel worthwhile.

The students are able to:

identify sUme physi541, emotional, intellectual, and social
characteristics.

list characteristics Vat they possess.

recognize which personal characteristics Make them feel
worthwhile.

I(H. ,Se f. Validation: Control Over Self and Environment
1

The students will be able to recognize that they can exercise
some control over themselves and their environment.

#1. Control OveP-Self: e students will be aware of situations
where they have some control ver themselves.

The students are able to:

define control.

=

44,
identify situations where they ha some control.over
themselves physically.

identify situations where they have some control'over themselves

identify situations where they have some control over themselves
socially.

identify situations where they hate some Contrel over themselves
emotionally.

intellectually.

. .

2. Control Over Environment: Th st4dents.will be aware of situations
where rtey have some control ver 'their environment.
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The students are able to:

'define control.

define environment.

'identify situations where they have some control over their
. school environment. ,

r

1

,

identify situations where they have some control over th441k
home environment.

identify situations-where they have'some colitrol over their
community environment.

I. Self Validation: Individual Differences
4

' ''The students will be able to'demonstrate an understanding that alL
individuals, including themselves, have different and varying
personal charAteristics and abilities which distinguish them from

.

one another, and at certain of the e Characteristics and
abilities

,.,

ge Trom time to me. .,i,

lee,-

-

* I ,

#1. Behavi r P. terns and Abilities in Self and Others: The
studentG wi 1 be aware of characteristic'behavior nspatter 4.

-el

and abilities in other individuals and in self.

4,

The studentNare able to,: 4 )
/

- 'defl.nii:Ythe term "characteristic behavior patterns" as
the ways a person usually acts ,4

v
s

ir
'define aLcharacteristic, ability as somethi'n01.,person
does often and does well.
*(i.e. jumping rope, writs g stories, drawing pictures, etc.)

ist'some characterstic behavior patterns that 41e found
in others.

1,

list some haracterisla abilities that are found in others.-
44

list some ch'aracteristic behavior patterns that are found
inn self.

'list-some chafacteristic abilities that are found in self.

ql
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DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS

aily Living: Consumer I!cills

The students will be able to identify'-consumer skills that are used

in daily living.

a

#1. 'Consumer Skills They Use: The students will be aware of the

consumer skills that they use in their, own daily living.

N The students ark able to:

recognize themselves as consumers.

list the products that they buy.

recognize that the ability to underSta d money and to make,

change are consumer skills they 'u -",c-,,.

4?

know that recognition oti quality of merchandise in b yang"

is a consumer skill they use. ...0'

recognize that the ability to compare and c'ontrast,is a

consumer skill they use.

caniumer skill they use's
're'co'gnize that the..40,teetanaqen of need priority is a'

gry that tke ability to determine the "appropriate
Place 4,purchase lea consumer skill they _use.
*(i.e,shOes from a shoe store, food from a grocery store,etc.)

B. Dail .'vin : School .Relevancy 4k

The s%ude Lwill be able to identify the'relevancy of school
r and other school experiences-to community,

ham, bleisfftran4,occupations.

1. School Experiences: The students will be aware of the sch

academic and s al experiences at their-grade level.



The students are able to:

list the school
grade level.

list the sch
grade le.),el.

4
academic experiences they en6ountered a tileit

...- .

social experiences they encounter at their
s.,

"....1

:

7,.. .

School Relates i .
tab Citizdit: The students will'underptand

how school academic-a ocial experiences relate to the-role
of citizen.in a commun ty.

The studentd4are able to:

list the activit,i/ etqf a ci izen.
*(i.e.. voting, buying, etc!. /I

/.

t

match school acd emic exper nces to the citizen activities
where thdy are us d.'

match school socia
where they are used.

xperiencee to the,citizen tctivities
4

C. Tapk, Reapo Dependency4in Talk Accomplishment

The students will be able to recognize that others depend on
them'in helping perform a task and w1111 be. le to identify
situations in.which people depend on each other*--N,perform
certain tasks..

)

1/1. Others Need. Help` The students will be aware oi'aetivitiev
in which others need their help.'

The students are able to:

tactivities ilwhich Others'need their help7-1

identify: tpey 46. 1124. others accomplish.

e;
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Task Responsibility/EMployabil
. .

4,

7 Value from TaikS_Well Done

The students will be able to recognize the value rsonal,,rewards)

which comes, from a ttk..w done.

1. 'Tasks They Do Well: Of th7 tasks they are able
the students will be away of those theY do wel

-

The students are able

to accomplish;
1:

'list those tasks that they :are able to accomplish.-

recognize the tasks that they are able to)do 441%

#2. Criteria-For Successful Task Az omplishsent: The students
will; be aware of their personal criteria fort- successful

task accomplishment.

Tha, students are able,to:.

-define a jOb *11 done on a personal

'list their pers'onal criteria used td determine whether-o/r

not the job was well'One.
*(i.e. e lings, recognition b'y others, beauty,etc.)

E. Task Re'sfibnsib'i lity/Emp oyability: Pp-Pp-6de add Steps oftta Task'
,

The students w 11 be able to recOgnize that tasks have a purpdbe
and that Aieps are tollowedln completplg a task.

'-

1., Tasks: The students will be aware tasts carried put by

themselves and others.

The students are able to: ,

list those tasks that they-carry out' themselve
ti

identify from expmples those tasks that.they can carryout
t tirselves.

*list tasks that are carried outtby,others.

'identify from-4Xample-those tasks that are
by otherS.

a

1

-12-
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2.
.

iadk Purpose: Thestudents will understand the purpose
of those tasks carried out by themselves and others.

The students are able to:

explain the purposes of those tasks they carryout emselves
*(i.e. tell why they do ic;4etc.)

explain the'purposes of those tasks carried out by others.
*(i.e. tell why the tasks,are doA, etc.)

t

113`. Proceed in Task Accotplishment; .The students will be aware of."

the major processes in task accomplishment.

The students are. able tO:,

recognize that pi:Winning-is a facto'r in the process,of task

accomplishment.

'recognize that acting or doing is a factor in the process of
task accomplishment. ,....

C; recognize that evaluating is,a factor in the process of task

4 .'
',accomplishment.

'recognize that acting or redoing is sometimes-a factor
in successful task accomplishment. '

F. Tas0Responsibility/Employability:. Personal 6 aracteristics and .

Job Fields

The students are able to: reCognizeecertain iieratial

charaoteristiesthat are related,to job fields.

1. .Job Categories: ,The students, are aware of various b-

categories.
)

Te students will'be aware of:'

*list. the four divksicilaf the U,S.O.E. Classification
System.



A

'describe the four divisions of the U.S.O.E .t-Classification
System in their own language.

U.S.O.E. Classification System

,._,

Divisions

.

Clusters

Service Group
.

41P.

11....

'-
''..onsumer
-

0,-
Education and Homemaking

Pilblic Services
o

Personal Services N.

Hospitality and Recreatibn

.

. .

Business. Group

4?'
,

11'

'

(
Business and Office
Manufacturing
Marketing and Distribution
Transportation .

Construction'

,,.
.

SARce Group .d

t .

.

,

,

1

Health .

EnVTionmental Control
Agri-business-and Natural
Resibrces
Marinerine Science,

a

6
a ')

Communication Group
X,,

.

s

4.

..

4--,

. ,
,

Communications and Media
Fine Arts-and Humanities

.
.

'
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2. Persona], Characteristics: The students will be aware of various
personal characteristics.

The students sRe able to:

'define personal characteristiqipas ways a person lookb,
ways a person usually acts, anl"personal likes and dislikes.

list some personal characteristics of another person.
*(i,e. in terms of ways he/she looks, ways he/she usually

acts, and likes and dislikes.)
r\

list some personal characteristic:3'6f themselve

*(i.e.' in termiof.the way they look, the way t y usually
act, and likes and dislikes.)

#3. Characteristics Relate to Jobs: The students will be aware 4'

of,how some personaLcharacteristics can relate'to job-
Afields. .

The students are able to:

list personal characteristics that might go with'a given job
in terms'of looks, usual actions, and likes and dislikes.
*(i.e. construction equipment operator: (1) looks: big,

strong2) us al actions-physically active, likes to be
outside; (3) 1 kes,and distikee-prefers working with
madfiines etc:

4-
G. Work and Leisure Environments: Work and Leisure Activities

The students will' able to distinguish between work and leisure
time activities.

*4

1 #1. Work and .Leisure: Thikstudents will understand the difference
beiweeri work and leisure. ,** D

....

The students are able to:

explain what work is.

explain the purpose of work.

"'explain what leisure is.

-15- a



. a
explain the purposte of leisure.

contrast the meanings and purposes of work and leisure.

2. Work Roles: The students will be'aware of various work roles.

The students are able to:

.

skist their various work

''list some work roles of others.

identify from examples those that represent work roles.

3. Leisure Roles: The students will be aware of various leisure

roles.

The students are able 16:'

"\ list their various leisure roles.

list some leisure roles of others.

'identify from e xamples those that represent leisure roles/

4. Work and Leisure Activities Change: The students will be aware-

of how their work and leisure time activities have/are/and
will change.

The students are able to:

'list their work activities at different age levels. ..

*

list r leisure activities at different age 1 ls,
,

--4-4711g4104
Ny..,

l. '
.

cognize that change in work and leisure 'activities
h occured.

possible future work activities.

'1 their possible future leisure activities..

recognize' that change 0 work and leisure activities %
might pccur.

-16-
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Work and Leisure Environments: Respect for Work Well Done

The strihents.Will be able to LecogniZe that'respeCt is due to

others for the contributions fhey make in their various roles
and when their 1,4O'rk is'well done, regardless of its nature.

jr4

purposes of_Work Roles: 'The students will be aware of the
purposes of various work roleg.

The students are able to:

v7711r

*list-several work roles.

'recogn ze the purposes of some work roles.

2. Effects of lit Work: the-students will understand the-effects
of qualitywo

The students able to: t

'define their criteria for dermining quality work.
'

,

, 0 ,

give examples of quality work t

'exRlainolpout some of the effects of qoaiity work.

. .

#3. -Respect: The students will be aware t1 respect is due others
Ili' or work that is well done. .

...

The students are ab t :

'define respect.

'recognize situations Where °pie: deserve

, / j.

recognize situatioffs where eople deerve resgct for work
well dope.

J4
J

respect.

Work and Leisure Environments: Aople WorA

The students will be able io.t:'ecognize that all people perfOtm
some type of work,

q

;17-
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#1. Work: The students will understand what work means.:

The students are able to:

explain the meaning of the word work.
4

'give hkamples of work situations.'
2. How Tbei.and'Others Work: The "students will be aware of

how they and other atudhnts work.
*,

The students are abie_ta:

list thr work activities;

list some work activities of other students that differ
from theirs.

ar

oe'

\
. .

J. Work and Leisure Environments: Work Roles Change/MultiplArles
, . A. ...."*.

41,
. , .

The tudents
V

will:be,a e'to:recognize that work roles may _change,
, ,... -

duri ooe'S,C.a_ieeVor that .a worker may have multiplefol661,
at the .same time.

,

1. Wok Role: The students will'be awaradf_what "work role"
means.

,The,Siudents are able to:-,
,

41' tikktne_the te "r role.

AS7s6heir -ovinTinrk-roles,

list some work roles of others.
9

2, Career: The students will be aware ofwhat constitutes a
careql. . *

The _students are able to:

define the word'car
0

. tt. I.!

them.
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#3. Changte In Work Roles: The students will be aware that a

change in work roles can take place during one's career.
L

The students are able' to:

'list changes thai-Artgrke place in work toles.during

. a career.

recognize some situation's where work roles have changed

during a career.

K.
,
Work and Leisure Environments: Interests and Abilities Relate

To Job Clusters

The students will be able to recognize that there are families

(clusters) of jobs which relate to one another and that one's

interests and abilities can:relate to several jobs as a result.

1. JobAlusters: The students. will be aware of various job

cluster..

Thelstudents are able to:

''reC4111.ze jobs related to the four diyisions and fifteen

job clusters of the U4.0.E. Classification System.

*(Set the U.S.O.E. Classification System. Chart under Goal

Obje9five 1.)

2. Jobs. R to Other Jobs: The students will understand

that so xobs relate to other jobs.

The students are able to:
r

.

name leveral jobs thit are in'the same cluster.

:explain why
.

and how the_ jobs are related.

.-,
. .

#3. Interests and Abilities)ke144 to 16bs: The student 1
be aware of how intyests and abilAtieT'relate to job '.

clusters. "
4

...

i

i

..,"
The students are ablt'rto. 4 ''

. ... \ r

I *''.
1..

4 ,



'list some interests and abilities of people who hold
jobs in various clusters. 1C

identify some interests and abilit%s ot_people who

hold jobs witean the same cluster.;IN 0

recognize that interests and abilities are related
to job clusters.

44
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DOMAIN: LIFE CAREER PLANNING

Planning Skills: Attitudes and Values Affect Decisioni, Actions,
and Life Styles ,

The students will be able to recognize that attitudes and values
affect decisions; actions, and life styles.

/

1. Attitudes and Values: The students will undeTand what
attitudes and values are.

The students are able to:

'define attitude.
*(attitude: way of thinking, acting, or feeling.)

define V.alues
*(somethinwthat is valued can be an idea dr thing that

is,,considered to have worth, excellence, and importance.)

provide some examples-of attitudes.

provide some examples of values.

'compare and contrast the concepts of attitudes and values.

2. Everyone Has Attitudes and Values: TIM students will under-
stand that attitudes and values exist for everyone.

The students are able to:

'compare the-attitudes of several people on the same *topic.
A

compare their own attitudes on that same topic.

'compare the.values of several people on the same-topic.

/g- -

compare their own-values n that Same topic.

\ ..!
.

. ,

'feet'Attitudes ApdValues ArTect DecisionS and Attions:' The

students 'ulial be 'awat.e of how attitudes: and;valaes effect-

decisions. and' actions .

'; 4'14* r

'41'. : ,41,

-21-
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The students are able to:

'recognize the relationship between de siend and actions'

'recognize that at itudes affect decisions.

identiffdec121.54181at.were.influenced by attitudes.

'recognize that attieudes,afftct actio s.

"identify some actions thgt were nfluenced by attitudes.

'recognize that values 4ffect recisions.
41

identify some decisions that were influenced by values.

recognize that values affect actions.

identify some actions that were influenced by values.

3. Planning Skills: Decisions Made by Self and Others

The students will be able to recognize that they make decisions
and that their lives are influenced by.decisions made by them-
selves and by-others.

1. Decision-Making Process: The stuDtits will be aware .of the

decision-making process.

The students are able to:

define the decision-making process as a series of
sequential steps leading to a siecision.

A) 'recognize "identific.ation of the problem or goal" as

a part of the decision-Takiag procvss.

recognize "information - gathering" as a part of the decision-

making process. 4

'recognize "determination of values and opinions (likes
and dislikeS) that relate to the-problem or goal"-aS a
part of the decision-making ptheess.

t 'recognize "geierating and reviewing alternatives" as a

part of.the decision- making process.

* 0 '

-22-
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. .

CS likr I
-.

......
: .

\ :. 4 'recognize."revi ing possible Xonseqfencesm as a part of
s- the dedision-Tta ing,process. ' ,.

.. - ..1

/

A
recognize "choice of an alternative (making the decision)"

as a part of the decision-making process.

IP A

412. Decisions in Their LiVii::`The students will be aware of how

their lives are Wlmen4it0)y,tfie.decisions they make.

The stud5ints are able01-4

identify a personal decision.

examine the short range effects of that personal

decision.

'examine the long range effects of that personal diAsion.

C. PlanniLlp Skills: Alternative Decision-Making Courses

The students will be able to recognize that-there can be alternative
decisioh-making courses, with differing consequences.

#t li Decision-Making Process: The students will be aware of the

decision-making process.
*(This objective is the same as Goal B.m.Objective #1 ;)

.111,1t

'The students are able to:

'define the decision-making-process as a series of sequential

steps lead ng to a decision.

.1
'recognize 'identi ication of the problem or goal" as-a,

part of the decis on-making

recognize "information-gathering" as a part of the decision-

. making process:

recognize "generating and reviewing alternatives" as a

part of the d.Oision=making.process.

recognize. "reviewing possi),le consequences" as a part of

the decision-making proASS.

41

11) 1/4.1
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recognize "choice of an alternative (making the decision)"
as a part of the decision-making process.

.

2. Decisidng and Consequences:
.

The students will be aware of the

r

relationship between decisions and consequences.

The students. ire able to:

efine decisions.

define4consequences.-

identify,a specific decision-they have made.

' examine the caisequences of that decision.-

$. - 1
. Planning Skills: Planning vs. Trial and Error

L
6-

The' students 'will be able to recognize that "planning" 1,eads to
more effective performance than ddes chance or "trial and error"

approach to a task.
.. .

1. Planning Process: e,stud$ is wij.l understand the planning.

process.

tThe st dents,are able to:

'define thWanning process.

give general examples of the planning process.

*give a personal example of the planning process.

2. Trial elid.Error: .._,The students will understand the trial and error

approqch.to a task.

ex

The students are able to:.

define what is meant by trial and error.

;give general examples of the trial and error approach to
a task.

t
-2"4-



give a peraO'hal exattple of the use of trial and error in

-task accomplishment.
4

....

.
,

\

#3. Planning Process and Trial and, Error Process:* Th tUdents will

understand similarities and dif,ferenCed bqwein.the planning. --

',process and the trial and error process ilitask accomplishment.?
1 A ,

/ 1 , .7

The students are ably to: ...

'explain the planning process.

explain the trial and error process:

compare and contrast the planning process and the trial and

error.prOcesti.
o=ts

0,,

f

Educational. Environment: -Demonstrating Effective Study and Learning
-

Skills
411;'"- .'

The students will be able to demonstraideffective studyand-learning

skills. * :'''

,m1

1. study and Learning Skills: The students will undersnd
what constitutes effective study,and learning skills.

The students are able to:

'dune skill as it relates to study and - learning Atha:

'explain why,readi/ig and reading comprehension are
effective study and learning skills.'

'explain, why writing,is an effective study and learning skill.

explain why attentiveness is an effective study and - learning

skill.
0

'

.
4 )..

explain why the ability.to question is an effective study
11 and learning skill. \

,

. - 44

-#,2. How Skills Apply ,t 4, Situations: T1ts students will understand '

hod thdir effectiv study skills'apply in ea study situation.

The stuilents are able td:

-2Y--
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-.define a study situation.

identify-theireffective study'skills.

.

identify their own study situation.

gixe examples :of how th, 'effective skills apply in that

study situation - ;*.

4

1.1*-

. \Educational Tivironment: UAL ng Listening, and' Speaking Skills
17

ler

The students will be able to employ listening -and speaking skills
that allow for-involvement in clasaKoom discussions and activities:..

?

#1. Listening Skills:. The students will understand listening skills

and how to use them in the Classroom. '

The student's' ate ,able to :..

Ilimmemo

'clefinethe.conceptioU istening,
.

:recognize that attentiveneskjs2a'prerequisite,for listeiing.

i ,44.1igt
illustrate the use of attentiveness}- -for listening,iwthe.
classrooms . -

ar ,

.

'recogniie thatknowing when to listen and when to speak
(timing) is a listening skill.'

:/

-P.. . I

illustrate the use'of'knowingwhen to listen and when to
spak.(tIming)-inthe classroom..

- recognize that listening for the content of the speaker's

riMessage is..1 kelpfUl. skill. :,
,. . ,77.

"illustrate the use of listening tiorthe. content of the speiket's

*t.'

.

message in .the Ciaksroom.
. lit -

*-

,,+ *
'

,---,

'recognize that listening-,to remember is a,helpful skill. .,"-. . 1 ..

.

.
4.. i

...., .
Y

4
11U:Atre) the uae of listenirig to remerriber in the claseroop.

,

a

'recognrie.tat listeningjor.the speaker'sjeelings is,a
'helpful skill.

illustroate the use of. listening forfeelings as( it occurs in

the clasifor.

t's

,
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2. Speaking akillf: The students will'under stand speaking skills ,
'and Now tolkuseithem in the classroom.,

0

The students are able to:,

' define what speaking means, as related to-spAakini skills:

.

.... . 4

. recognize the preliminary skills necessary before actual .

iierbaliiatiOn ca*%occur. . . . .

*(i.e: raising their hands to geOittention; yaiting until -
. their turn to speak, responding' when spoken to,.etc.1

.. !

,

. 'illustrate the use of the preliminary skilli necessary
before actual verbalization in the classrooi ran occur.

recognize that speaking distinCiiy IS a helpful skill.
' .

'illuStrate the use of distinctSpeech in the classroOm.

'recognize that speaking with an adequate voice leVel (not
too loudly dr'too soft10 is a helpful skill:

'illustrate the. use of speaking with anadeqUate voice level
. in the classroom.

. .

recognize that responding approptiately,is a helpful epee-king

skill.

'illustrate the
.

use of appropriate responses in the classroom.

'recognize that. cgiitributing to the topic at hand' is a helpful

speaking

illustrate the
the classroom.

'recognize that
skill. °

use,of contributions to the topic at hand in

iespondingabout feelings is a helpful speaking

' illustrate the use of feeling responses in the classroom.

G. / gducational Environment: Evaluating Ability, Progress, and Methods
of Improvement .

The students will be able to realistically evaluate ability
progress, and methods of improvement in various subject areas.

47
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Methods of Evaluation: The students willAnderstand:various

methods4pf evauition.

The atudenta are able to:

.define evaluation

'Ideniify various method's of evaluation.

'explain about these methods of evaluation.

give,exgeba of the application of these-various methods
of evaluitiOn. --*

# 2 Methods of Improvement: The students will be aware of various

methods of improvement in subject areas.

The students Are-able:tde

'define the.contept of method of improvement.'

'identify how a person can improve in a particular subject

area.

6.

H. Self Unddistanding:' Individual Abilities Aid in Task Accomplishment

The students will be able to recognize how individual abilities

aid in accomplishing different taski.

1. Development of Abilities: The students,will be aware of the

development of abilities. in themselves and others.

The students are able to:

'define ability.
*(ability: the power or skill t.o do some special thing.)

identify some of their past abilities.
*(i.e. abilities at different age levels: 0-2, 2-4, 4 -6,

. . . years of,age.)

'identify some of their present abilities.

'identify some past abilities of others.

-28-
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'identify some presentabilities of others.
6

'recognize that abilities develop with both time and effort.

# 2.- Abilities Contribute to-Successful Daily Routing:' The students
will be aware of how the abilitteA of themselves and others
can contribute to the success of daily routine.

The students std, able to:
1

'define successful daily routine.

'identify how their own,abilitigs'contribute to a successful
daily routine.

,'identify how the abilities of others contribute to a success-
ful daily routine.

I. Self Understanding: Learning in Life Situations

The students will be able to recognize that learning occurs in all

types of-life situations.

1. Methods of Learning: The students will be aware of the various

methods of learning.

The students are able to:-

*recognize that experience (doing4 is a method of earning.

*recognize that modeling is a method of learning-.

*(modeliw learning by, patterning after, someone else.)
.--

'recognize that exposure is a method,of learning.
*(i.e. exposure through reading, listening to lectures, etc.;
also exposute comes in varying degrees.)

#2. Learning Methods in Their Lives: The students will understand
various situations in their on lives where learning takes place
by,different methods.

rile students are able to:

-29-
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'give examples of situations. where they have learned by

experiehce.

'describe what they learned by experience.

give examples of situations where they have learned by
modeling.

'describe what they learned because of the modeling 'process.

give examples of-situations where they learned through
exposure (reading, listening to lecture:is,

'describe what they learned because of the exposure method.

J. Self Understanding: Clarifying and Expanding Interests and
Capabilities

The students will be able to appreciate value of clarifying and
expanding their interests and capabilities.

1. Factors That Influence Interests and .Capabilities: The students
will be aware of factors that influence interests and cap-
abilities.

The students are able to:

'define interests.

f

410

define capabilities.

'recognize that parents influence interests and capabilities:,

'recognize that teachers influence interests and capabilities.

recognize that peers influence interests and.capabilities.i,,

'recognize that sibling influence interests, and capabilities.
*(see Systematic_ Training for Effective Parenting, Parent's
Handbook, Family Constellation, p. 23-24 by Dinkmeyer
and McKay.)

'recognize that circnstances influence interests and
lities.

_cognize that othe
,nd capabilities.

recogniie that capabilities
by the environment.

-30-
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recognize that interests are/totally affected by. the

environment.

#2. Interests and Capabilities Change: The students will bd aware

. that interests and capabilities can change. ,

The students are axle to:

identify interests they have had in .the past.

'identify capabilities they have had in the past.

'identify interests they have now.
Y

identify capabilities they have now.

0'identify inter tsthey might have in the future.

'identify capabilities th7y might have in the future.

Recognize that interests and capabilities change or
expand with time and need.



Domains, Objectives, Competencies-

TASK DIRECTIONS

Following are all of the domains, objectives, and
competencies for 54. This handout will be used periodically
throughout the workshop.

7
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DOMAIN: INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affects Behavior

_

The students will be-able to recognize that their behavior toward
others affects other's behavior toward them.

,11

1. Actions Affect Behavior: The students will be aware of how their
actions affect the behavior of others.

The students are able to:

.recognize how their actions affect the emotions `others.

recognize how their actions affect the decisions of others.

\ .recognize how their acti s affect the conduct of others.

recognize that the effectl eness of an action is determined
by the type of response they receive from others.

112. Relationship Between Actions And Responses: The students will
be aware of the relationship between actions and responses.

The students are able to:

'define action.

define response.

-recognize the following relationship between action and
response: an action occurs, the person "think,:" and "feels"
about that action, then the person gives his respoli#. The
logic of a person's response is dependent upon the logic
of his thinking and feeling about the action.
*(See A Guide to Rational Living by Ellis and Harper.)

B. Human Relation~ Skills: Friendships--r

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the
process of making and keeping friendships.

1
t
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L. Making and Keeping Friendships:' The students wilt understapd
the process of making and keeping friendshipi.

The students are able to:
%.

explain why making and keeping friends is a basic human
need.

- explain why caring about others is a bas'ic key to making
and keeping friendships.

explain why desire for friendship is a requirement for making
and keeping friendships.

c provide examples of ways they can initially act friendly
as a means of making new friendships.
*(i.e., speaking kindly, being genuinely interested;
sharing activities, experiences, feeling, etc.)

explain why the developywnt of trust is important in keeping
friendships.

"explain why the development of loyalty is important in
keeping friendships.

provide examples of how the above factors can apply in
friendships.

provide examples of how the above factors relate to croup
friendship skills.
*(i.e., as relating to cliques, etc.)

. explain hoW cliques can affect friendships.

. EffectiN'eness of Their Own Friendship Skills: The students will
evaluate the effectiveness of their own friendphip skills.

The students are able to:

'list the friendship skills of an ideal person-.

-list their own.friendship skills.

-evaluate their on friendship skills as eff.ecteve or ineffective.'

J
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.deScribe methods/of change for those friendship skills they
have judged as ineffective. '

1

C. Human Relations-Skilfs: Expressing Qpinionq and Beliefs

The students will be ablebto demonstrate an awareness of the various
methods of expressing-their opinions and beliefs. ./

e .

#1. Methods of Exuressionv- The students will undetstand the
various methods of expressing opinions and beliefs.'

The students -are abje to:

'provide examples'of verbal methods of expressing opinions
and beliefs.

4
provide ekaMpleis of nonvA-bal methods of expresSing'
opinions and beliefs.

(illustrate those methods o -expression which encourage ',-
others to \\

illuslrate those methods of expression which enc age
,others to respohd.r

compare and tontrast ethods of expression whir, ncounage
. others to listen end to respond.

provide Aamples of methods of expre s4o. which are *used in
group situations.

provide examples of methods of expre4ion which are used in
one-to-one situations. "

:compare and contras the methods of. group expression and
One-to-one expression.

2. TheirTheir Own Methods of Expression: The students will evaluate
* their own methods of expressing,opinions and beliefs.

The students are able to:
1.

L. D
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desckilleth it bwn verbal methods of expressing opinions
and beliefs

:..

:describe heir own nonverbal methods of expressing pinions
and be efs. .

. . .

,
,

-de cribe their'dwn methods expression which encourage
others'to listen.

-describe their oWn methods of expression ;Rich encourage
others to-regkond.

-describe.th4ir own methods of expression that they use in
group situations.

- describe thefrjwn methods of expression that they use in
one-to-one situations.

) -evaluate their metfteds of,eXpressin opinions and beliefs
as effective or ineffective..

-describe-methods of _change for,thOse niethods of-expressIton
they judged to be inecffpctive..

--..._

D. Human Relations' Skills: Acceptable Behaviors in Groups
51..,

They. students will be able to identify,soci'lly acceptable
. ..

behaviors
occurring in a' group situation..'

1. Relationsn" etween Riantsof Self and Riahts of others:, The
students will understand the relationship Setweenrthe rights of
self and the rights of others in group 4ituations.

4 -

The students ar9 able toe'

ll

compare and contrast the giveand-taWe relationship between
the rights of self and the rights of others.

i; 2. Characteristic BehaVior Patterns: The students will be aware
of- the characteristicfbehavfor patterns (roles) that develqp as
a part of grbq interaction.'

aI

)1"
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The students are,able to:

(
'derfine. group interaction.

,recognize thlit the role of leader is a characteristic
' behavior pattern which dekrelppS as a parteof group'intgi-

,
. .

action. , A
'

. %

,
, .. 2t ,

:

.

- r-N ecognize that the role,of.ristener is a characteristic,
behavior pattern which develops as a part of grotip inter-

action.
-..\ I r

,

,

/
,

:4

define the pie of gatekeeper in group.interaction.
. .

recognize that the rote oftgatekeeper is a characteristic
behaviorpattern,which develops as a part of group inter-

.
action. '

T.

t.

define'The role of advocateoin group itteraction.

' rpcognize that the role of advocate is a ")characteristic-
.

Ifehavior pattern whicci'develbps as part sf, group inter-

action.

10

3. Behavior in Group Interactions: The students will be, aware of

their own behaviors in grpnp interactions. f

,--' The students are able-to: .

.-.
,

:define sociaily acceptable behayior in 't-oup interactions.

/list
f

tgeir own soeiallyacceptable behaviors in group'inter-
s,

act.iOns. .4

4,.

list their own socially unacceptable behaviors in voup

0

.

ikeractions. *
N

.--, \
E. Relatina,,e-With significant Others: CompetitiveneSs and CooperaT-tiveness *

r'._
)

,..0l ° 4

,

The students. will he able to recognize the effects' of competitiveness
and cooperativenessiwith both peers and adtats,

0 ,

/
4 .... +



# 1.4' Effects of Cooperativeness: The students will understand the
effects of their cooperativeness with both peers and Aults.

a

The students are able,to:

. define cooperativeness.
*(cOoperariveness: -working together, toward a goal.)

,
P

prollide examples 61 their cooperativeness witheers.
. ,

-..'provj.de,examples of their'cooperativress with afiults.IC. c

explain about some of the helpful effectS 44their,Ooperi-
i., tivenpsS with both'peers and adults. 4

, 7

-explftn 'aboxit-rm
tiveness with\soth

of he liart fful effects o theirr cooperar

rs and alts. .

i

, .,i,-

\ ,

'= ,

62. 'Effects of Competitiveness: The students will be:aware

.

of the,

effects of their"competitiVeness with both`peet
d
and adults;--.

Ile !
. .

i

The students ar able tore tv
..

0

'define competitiveness.
*(competikVeness;. centendirigwith others for profitoprize,-
ior po. ifithi.1- a contest.) "-----

..-

provide xamples-of their Competitivness. with peZrs.

. provide' xamples of their compe titiveness ,w ith adults. "2'

, ,....,

. explain aboue some Of the helpful,effects'of their coll4ti-
-

.--
tvenesA:vfith both deers and adults.

explainigbout some of-the harmful Rffects of their competi-
,

tiveness with both peers and adplts.

i. Differences and Similarities Between Competitiveness.andX<P-
,

erativenes: The students will be aware ofthe,differences and
similrities between compeZitiveness and cooperativenegs.

The students are able to:

-1"
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s'rcq.(inize that competiti4epess and cooperativenesp are both

,,ways of getting thirigs accomplished.

-recognize that both competitiveness and cooperativeness can

be helpful. -

recognize that both .competitiveness and cooperativeness can

be harmful. 404,

-recdgni,ze ,that the'emphasis of competitiveness is different

from the emphasis of cooperativeness.
*(i.e., coMpetitiveness tends to draw people apart, while

cooperativeness tends to bring people closer together)

-recognize that competitiveness generally involves:"winners

' and losers"; while cooperativeness does not use that type of

terminology.

F. Relating With Significant Others: Family Relationships

The ,students will be able to recognize the value and process of

establishing an effective relationship with their families.

Process of Establishing Wectivg1Family Relationships: The

students will understand the pr.Wet'of establishing effective

family relationships.

Using a hypothetical family situation, -the students are able to:

.define effective family relationship.

provide examples which show that tie-belief that all persons

are equal in worth and dignity is a part of the process of

establishing effective family relationships.

-provide examples which show that respect is a part of the

proces of establishing effective family relationships.

.provide examples which show that listening is a part of the

proce of establishing effective family relationships.

-pro,:fde examples which show why communicathon skills are

ne(es!;ary for tht process of w-Aahlishing effective family



-provide examples which show that cooperation is a part of
the process of establishing effective family relationships.

-provide examples which show ways of handling disagreement or
conflict as a part of the process of estabIdshing effective
family relationships.

7

-explain what comprises a family meeting.
*0..e., reference: Raising a Responsible Child or the S.T.E.P.
.Parent's Handbook, both by D. Dinkmeyer".and G. McKay.)

-provide examples which show that regular family meetings can
be a helpful part of the process of establishing effective
family relationships.

2. Results of Effective Family Relationships: The'students will
be aware of the results that come from having effective family
relationships.

From a hypothetical family situation, the students are able to:

.recognize th resulting feelings when the belief that all
persons are equal in worth and dignity is a part of the
family relationship.

recognlze the resulting feelings en respect is a part of
the family relationship.

recognize the resulting feelings when listening is a part of
the family relationship.

recognize the resulting feeling's when communication skills
are a part of the family relationship.

A

-recognize the resulting feelings when cooperation is a part
of the family relationship.

recognize the resulting feelings and the effects when regular
family meetings (as proposed by Dinkmeyer and McKay) are a
part of the family relationship.

Self Validatioh: Worthwhileness



The students will he able to achieve feelings of worthwhileness.

1. Worthwhileness in Relation toiOthers: The students will be aware.
of methods of attaining feelings of Worthwhileness in relation
to other people.

The students are able to:

.recognize that when feelings of worthwhileness first begin
to develop in an individual they do so in comparison to
other people.

.recognize that as feelings of worthwhileness mature the
emphasis shifts from comparison with others to self
actualization.

.recognize that self awareness (physically, emotionally,
intellectually, and socially) is a_ method of attaining
feelings of worthwhileness.

. recognize that meeting new challenges is a method of
attaining feelings of worthwhileness.

recognize that being flexible in meeting the needs and de-
mands of themselves and others is a method of attaining
feelings of worthwhileness.

recognize that understanding the.meaning and the effects of
behavior (of themselves and others) is a method of attaining
feeling:. of worthwhileness.

recognize that sensitivity to others is a method 0 attaining
feelings of worthwhileness.

recognize that tolerance (understanding and accepting in-
dividual differences) is ayiethod of atta n g feelings of
worthwhileness.

#2. Feelings of Worthwhileness: The students .will understand their
ciwn feelings of worthwhileness.

The students are able to:

describe general. feelings of worthwhilenes.

1

4
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provide examples of ways to attain and maintain these feelings
of worthwhileness.

'describe their own feelings of worthwhilenesg.

'provide examples of ways they have attained and din-
tained these feelings of worthwhileness.,

H. Self Validation: Control Over Self and Environment

The students will be able to recognize that they can exercise some
control over themselves and their environment.

41%-,-,Factors of Controlling Self and Environment: The students will
be- .aware of factors involved in the process of controlling
themSelves and their environment.

The students-are-01e_to:._

recognize the following relationship: when an action occurs,
the student "thinks" and "feel's" about that action, then the
student gives his response. The logic of a person's response
is dependent upon the logic of his thinking and feelings
about the initial action. If the student wishes to change
his type of response to an action, then he will/Kave to
change his belief (thinking and feelings) about that action.
*(See A Guide to Rational Living by Ellis and Harper.)

'recognize that controlling their attitudes and thinking process
is a major factor involved in having some control over themselves.

recognize that controlling their attitudes and thinking
process is a major factor in having some control over their
environgunt.

I. Self Validation: Individual Differences

The students will be able to demonstrate an understanding that all
individuals, including themselves, have different and varying per-
sonal characteristics and abilities which distinguish them from one
another, and that certain of these characteristics and abilities
may change from time to time.

10-



#1. Changes in Behaviors and Abilities: The.studetits will under-

, stand_ the changes that occur in characteristic behaviors and
abilities of self and/or others over time.

The students are able to

define the term "characteristic behavior patterns" as the
ways a-person usually acts.

list characteristic behavior patterns of others at several
stages, such as birth, age two, etc.

-list preiZent characteristic behavior patterns of others.

-compare and contrast past and present behavior patterns,of
others.

-explain changes1n physical and intellectual development
, -

in terms of time, needs, and interests.

list their own characteristic behavior patterns at several
stages, such as birth, age two; etc.

list their own present characteristic behavior patterns.

compare their own past and present behavior patterns.

explain the changes in their own physical and intellectual
development in terms of time, needs, and interests.

II-
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DOMAIN: WORK AND LIFE SKILLS

A. Daily_Living: Consumer Skills,

The students will be able to identify consumer skills that are used
in daily :living.

#1. Consumer Skills Used and Needed by Different Groups: The

studenjs will understand the various qpnsumer skills that are
used and needed by different consumer groups.

44

The students are able to:

'idAtify :several groups of consumers.
*(i.e.,::children': adults, women, grandparents, teenagers,
boys, etc.)

'identify, consumer skills needed by eacli group suet as dis-
tinguishing between necessities and nori-necessities, and
recognizing the influences of advertising.

'explain the difference between the skills needed by different
groups.

,'identify consumer ai .,uch u!--; guarantees, warantees, ancl

consumer resources (literature, organizations, laws, etc.)

Schoo, Relevancy

e students will be able to identify the relevancy of school subject
matter and other ,school experiences to community, home, leisure,
and occupations.

1. School Experiences: The students will be aware of the school
acadeMic ;.rid social areas at their grade level.

The. students are able to:

'Hs! rh school. academic experiences they encounter at
-

their I evel .

-12-



.list the school social experiences they encounter at their
grade level. - .

112. School Relates to the Worker: The students will understand how
school academic and social areas relate to the role of worker
on the job.

The students are able to:

identify a worker role.

0
list various activities of the worker on-the job.

relate school academic areas to worker activities.

relate school social areas to worker activities.

3. School Relates to the Leisure Participant: The students will

fff

understand how school academic and social areas relate to the
leisure participant.

Gt
The students are able to:

identify a. leisure participant_ ,le.

*(i.-e., golfer, diver, hunter, etc.).

'list various activities of the leisure participant.

'relatt. s

leisure
hool academic areas to the activities of the
articipant.

relate .3hool social areas to the activities of the leisure
participant.

Task Respciuility/Employability: Dependency in Task Accomplishment

The students will be able to recognize that others depend on t,em
in helping, perform a task and will be able to identify situations
in which people depend on each other to perform certain tasks.

III. Situattore-; Where People Are Dependent: The students will under-

1 J.
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stand situations where people are dependent upon each other to
accomplish a task.

students are allEle to:,

give examples P situations where they work with others
to accomplish a task.

give. examples of situations where.others depend on_them to
accomplish a task.

'give examples of situations where they depend on others to
accomplish a task.

give examples of situations where people work together.

give examples of situations where people are dependent on
each other.

D. Task,Arsponsibilit / m lo a Lliy.L

Z-'-
udents will 'be able to recognize the

whi:h comes from a task well done.
ue (personal rewards)

fil. Personal Rewards:The students will understand the, personal
reward available when a task is done well.

The s udents are able to:

.expl in why and how external criteria (someone else's
sta dards) determine if a task is well done.

prov'de examples of extrinsic rewards available for those
who do task well.

'recognize that most extrinsic rewards ale dependent upon

external criteria for task accomplishment.

'explain why and how internal'criteria (personal standards)
determine if a task is well done.

provide examples of intrinsic, rewards available for those
who do a task well.,

1 4
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'recognize,that most intrinsic rewards are dependent upon one's
j intgra ctiteria for task accomplishment.

P

Task Responsibility /Employability: Purpose and Steps of a Task

The'studelats will be able to recognize that tasks have a lAirpose
and that steps are followed in completing a task.

.1/P. Processes and Steps of Task Accomplishment:- The'students' will
understand.thC major processes and the steps involved in task
accomplishment.

The students aide abie

-give their own examples of the processes and steps involved in
task accomplishment:

1. specify .a task
.2. explain the steps involved in planning for that task.

3. explain about the "doing" portion of the task.
4. explain about the steps involved in evaluating their

task accomplishment.
5. explain about the steps involved in "redoing" the task

if necessary

F. Task Responsibility/Employability: Personal Characteristics and Job
1r Fields

The students will be able to recognize certain personal characteristicS
that are related Lo job fields.

1

Characteristics Relate to Jobs: The students will understand
how some personal characteristics relate to job fields.

The students are able to:

-Identify job fields and clusters.

-identify personal characteristics in terms of behavior
and like /dislikes.

C.



2

explain why certain personal characteristics might
with one cluster,and not another.

.

7k(i.e., The characteristic liking to be with people goes
with Personal Service and not with Construction.)

' Characteristicssand(Job Choices: The students will be aware OfT'
the importance of the relationship between personal characteris
tics and job choice.

When given a situation, such as a story or interview, the
students are able to:

-recognize the consequences of personat,chgracteriPtics
not matching job choice.

-recognize the consequences of personal characteristics
matching job choice.

G. Work and Leisure,,gnvironmentsi Work *and Leisure Activities

The students will be able to dAtinguish betweeilliwork and leisure.
time activities.

#1. Similarities and Differences: The students will understand
the similarities and differences betwINO work and leisure time
activities.

The students are able to:

Apt-ine work activities.

.define leisure activities.

-give examples-of work activities,

-give' examples of leisure activities.

H. Work and Leisure Envionments: Res sect for Work Well Do



Thp students will be able to recognize that respect is. due to
e others'for the,con'tributiofiS they make in theirvarious,roleS,and

whentlieir work is,weil done, regardless of its,\nat'ure.

A

°1l. Purpos Of:Work Roles: The students will understand the %
purposes of various work

,
The students are able to:

list vertous work roles.

give examples of the purpose" of various work roles,.

(/

.1

2. Respect for Any Work Done Well: ,Tie students wilLunderg
thal-celppect is due to others fork that is well don
reggIdlss of the nature of that work.

. d Leisure Envi'onments: All People Work

The students will be able to recognize that all people perform)some
type of work. 74

#1. ,WorkRolesand The students will understand various
work roles ;end activities performed by otherso

The students are able to:

ist work roles that are appealing. to them.

list work Boles that are not appealing;to them.

'give examples of. appealing work that is done well.

X
give examples of unappealing work Chat is done well,

. e , -
)4 xplainwO(respect is due for- Work well done - appealing
or not.

recognize,re S(h why respect is sometimes not given for
work well once.

*(i.e., l(W-oct41 status, unappealing, purpose seen as41
insignific4nt, etc.)



The stud 'i'are 'atile to:

-identify theAfSfk roles and 'the activities of some adults.
".

k ,-----

lit
',identify non- rk roles' anti activities.
*(i.e., ciOze , leisure participant, family member)

, .1' . .

, 6

'give:examples of work ides and activities performe -I?),
others. / '. ,

.

-_,L 11

/
t

.1. Work and Leisure Environments;, Work Roles Changl/Multiple Roles

ql
The students wiA be able to recognize that work roles may change
during one's career or that a corker may have muliiple'roles at the

,
same time.

sk,

1. Work Roles and Activities: The students will understand
various work-roles and activities perforuied by others.
*(This is identical to Goal I Objective #1.)3 \

/-

The students are able to: e/

0 /ff)

identify the work roles and the activities of some.a.. dults.

'identif'y Ron-work roles and activities.
itizen, leisure participah41 family member)

give exa ples of ehe work roles and the activities per-
formckl by others.

112. Multi le' Roles: The students will be aware that a worker may
have m roles At the same time.

The studeCts arc able to:

list workers and their activities.

'list 4hedifl''erent work roles of a particular worker.

'list diAflrent roles, other than work roles, of that same
a. worker.

'recognize that a worker can have multiple r es-at the same time.



1 K. W2rk and Leisure Environ enes: Interests 'and Abilities Relate To,

Clusters
.

. c.-

The student's will be afte to-recognize that there ,are amilies
(cluste'rs) of jobs whiCh relate to one another and that one's
interests and abilities can relte to,seyerq. jobs.as a result.

d. Interests And Abilities Relate To:Clusters: The 4udents wilh
understand how interests and aioitiesrelate to job,Clustera.

The students are able to:

descri4 the U.S.O.E. ClassWcation System.

.U.S.O.E. Cladsification System

Divisions

Service Group

Busiriess'Group

Clusters

Con*umer Education and j{omemaking
Public Services
Personal Services
Hospita1,14y and Recreation'

J:iusiness and Office

Manufacturing
-1/

Marketing and.Distribur4m:
Transportation
Con*trucilon

Science Group,

Communication

Health
Environmental Control
Agri-buAness and Natural Resources
Marine Science

Loup
f ,

Communications.and Media'
Fine Parts and Humanities

-20-



*lis5-the interests of people who hojd jobs in Various
clusters.

, 114t the abilit of people who hold jobs id various,.
clust4r,

.6
\- \ ,

'-explain why leople,with certain inerests andfor , .

1

. .

abilities tight...choose a fob in a particular cluster
\ ,

....

,It
.,

. , ' -.-z?

.

1/2. Interests and Abilities Relate io Several Jobs:. Thestudhts i

will be aware that interests and abilities can-ielatero
several jobs.

''--The sbudents are able to:

when given an example of an interest, list those jobs that
might satisfy that in,tereNt.i \ ,

d
'when given an example of an ability, list those jobs that
might use that ability.

1
-21-
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DIN: LIFE CARE PLANNING

A. Planning_ Skills: Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions, Actions,
and Life Style

V The students will be able to recognize that attitude and valUes
affect decisions, actions, and life styles.

4. Life Styles: T students will be aware of various life styles.

T students are able to:

define lifestyle.

-*list various life styles.

-identify life styles from example situations.

112. /Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions and Life Styre;7 The
students will be aware of how attitudes and values affect
decisions and life styles.

The students are able to:

recognize the rejationship between' decisions and life styles.

-define attitude..

*(attitnde: way of thinking, acting or feeling.)

-recognise that attitudes affect decisions.

-define values.
*(values are based on three processes: choosing freely from
alternatives after consideration of the consequences, prizing
or being happy with the choice and being willing to affirm
that choice publicly, and acting or doing something With
that choice.)

recognize that values affect decisions.

recognize that attitudes affect life styles.

recognize that values affect life styles.

-;!2-



'idouttfy decisions that are influenced by attitudes.

:identify decisions that are influenced by valueS.

identify life styles that are influenced by attitudes.

identify'life,styles that are influenced by tOmes.

B. Planning Skills: Decisions Made by Self and Others

The students will be able to recognize thatthey make decisiozwand
that their lives are influenced by decisions made .by themselves
and by others'.

1. Students LiveS'Are Influenced by Their Decisions: The

students will be aware of how their lives have been, are, and
decisionswill he influenced by the ecisions they make.

The students are able to:

-identify a major personal decision they made in the past.

examine the short range and long range effects of that
decision.

-identify a major personal decision they are in the process
of making,

'eramine 'the °possible short range and longs range effects

cf that decision.

identify a major personal decision that might be made in:

the future.

"speculate and examine the possible short range and long
range effects of that'decision. .

/12. Students' Lives Are'Influenced by Others' Decisions: The

students will be aware of how their lives are influenced by
decisions made by others. ,

The ,students are able to:

ar,
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' identify decisions made by parents that influence their
lives, '

describe how these decisions made by parents influence
their lives.

/identify decisions made by teachers that influence their
lives.

describe how those decisions made by teachers influence
their lives.

.t'

' identify decisions made
CI

by the peer-group that influence
their rives.

describe how those decisions made by the peer-group
influence'their lives.

'idenrify decisions made 6y government that influence their

.deiLribe how-those decisions made by government influence
their lives.

yl

C. Planning Skills: Alternative Decision-Making Courses

The studen.s will be able to recognize that there can be alter-
native decision-making courses, with differing consequences.

#1. Alternate Decksion-Making Courses And Consequences: The

stud nts will understand the relationship between alternative
deci ion-making courses and consequences.

The stbdents are able to:

ea-

'define the word alternative in tetps of decision-making.

consequences.

provide an example of a decision thade concerning a specific
problem.

"identify alternative decisions that could be made for the
same problem.



consider the'consequences of each alternative decision that

could be made for the same problem..

explain about the relationship that exiSts.between alternative

decision-making courses and consequences.

v.

2. Choices Within Decision-Making Courses:- 'The 401dents will

understand about thechoices within decision-4-ii0king courses

and their differing 'consequences.

The students arelble to:

identify a deci6ion-making course.
*(i.e., a series of decisions relating to the same area
such as career choice, choice of musical instrument to
study, choice of friendship group, etc.),

list the decisions made in that decision-making course.

* identify alternative decisions to those decisions that

were listed.
04.

-examine the differing consequences o those alternative

decisions.

define choice.

give an example of a choice and explain, es it a

choice.

'explain about a personal decision-making course, the
choices within that course, and varying consequences of

the,choices. '7

D. Planning Skills: Planning vs. Trial and Error

The students will be able to recognize that "planning"'leads to

more effective performance than does chance or "trial and error"

approach to a task.

#1. Planning Is Mort. Effective Than Trial and Error: The students
will understand that the planning process is a more effective
approach for task ac o ishment than trial and error.

-25- (



.\\\. The students are.able to:

define effectiveness in terra of efficiency, time resources,
money resources, completed prodUct or outcome, and quality

of product or outcome.

compare and contrast the effectivenAss of the planning process
with the effectiveness of trial and error.

'explain why the planning approach is more effective than
the trial 'and error approach to a task.

E. Educational Environment: Demonstrating Effective Study and

Learning Skills

The students will be able to demonstrate effective st dy and
learning skills.'

1. Study Systems: The students will be aware of how their study
skills combine, to form a study system.

The students are able to:

define study system.\

'identify the factors that are involved in a study system.
*(i.e., SQR3= surveying + questioning +.reading + writing +
reciting)

identify-the skills needed ina study system.

.identify their own effective skills.

'recognize how their own effective skills incorporate into
a personal study system.

112. .Importance of aleEffective Study System: The students will
understand the importance of developing their own effectl.ve
study system.

The students are able to:

"djinc an effective study system.

26-



recognize the consequences of a consistent and effective

study system.

recognize the conseqUences of having no consistent, effective
study/system.

'examine their own study systeg.

- compare their own study system to their definition of an

effective study system.

- identify those skills, if any, which need to be changed to .

make thijr system more effective.

F. Educational Environment: Using Listening and Speaking Skills

The students will be able to employ listgning and speaking skills 1

that allow for involvement in classroom discussions and activities.
44-

Applications Of Listening Skills: The students will'under-
stand the applications of listening skills and how to,use them
in the classroom.

The students are able to:

'provide examples of the use of, attentiveness as a listening

skill. /
A

use attentiveness as a listening skill in the'classroom:

provide example; of timing (knowing; when to listens and

when to sPelk) as a listening skill.

- use timing !knowing when to listen and when to speak) in
the classroom.

pr vide examples where listening for the content of the
spe ker's message proves to be a helpful skill.

use listening for the content of the speaker's message
in the'classroom.

provide examples where liStening to remember proves to be

a :,elpful skill.



use listening to remember in the classroom.

provide examples where listening for the, speaker's keeling
and hidden messages proves' to be a helpful skill.

use listening for feeling and hidden messages in the classroom.

-define a feeling response.
*(wference: Dr. Robert Carkhof'QHelping And Human.
keilations, Volre 1 and 2.)

- recogniz from examples various feeling respon

- use feel ng responses in the classroom.

- defit* and recognize I-messages.
*(reference: Dr. Thomas, Gordon: P.E.T.)

use I-messages(` in the classroom.

#2. Application of Speaking Skills: The students will understand
the applications of speaking skills and how to use the in the

classroom. ,

The students are able to:

'recognize that different speaking skills are needed for
one-to-one situations and for group situations.

a .r

-explain how preliminary skills that are necessary before

;t

actual verbalization apply .in a one-to-one si 51t ation. .

*(i.e., getting attention, taking turns to sp k, responding
when spOken to., etc.)

-explain how preliminary skills that are necessary, before
actual verbalization apply'in group situations.

explain how speaking distinctly applies in a onn-to-one
situation.

-e:7cPlain how speaking distinctly applies in group situations.

-explain how speaking with an adequate Voice level applies in
a one-to-one situation.
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J explain how 'peaking-wit an adequate voice level applies.
in group situ tions.

'explain: how res

situation.

appropri tely,applies in a one-tO-one

'explain how responding ppropriately.applies in group
-situations.

. .

explain how contributing to the-topic at hand applies
a one-to-one situatiow-

r

y

explain how. contributing to the topi6 at hand applies in ,

grou0,situations,
lw

explain how responding about feeling applies in,a one-to-
:one situation.

illustrate the various methods of responding abodt flpelings
in a Unft-to-one situation.
*(t.e., feeling responses see Carkhaff; 1-messages see Gordon)

G. Educational Environment,: Evaluating AbiliProgress, and Methods
or Improvement

The students will be able to realistically evaluate agility,
progress, and methcthi of improveMent in various subject areas.

</

Applying .(ethods of Evaluation: The students will understand.
how to apply various methods of evaluation in determining .

abilityllorogress, and-the effectiveness; of methods of
.improvethcnt in various .subject areas.

The studel are able to:

;elect a subject .area topic.

preter;t (evaAate) themselves to understand their initial
ability or-)level of knowledge.

pretorm the assignment(s).

rest (evalLate) their progress concerning the subject ajea
topic.



'perform -(or redo) thqassignments.

test (evaluate) their total'progress at the end.
.

4

determine if a method of improvement is needed.

1

constrict and follow through with the method of improvement.

test (eva)uate) for further progress to determine whether
or not the Met4od of improvement was effective.

H. Self Understanding: Indiiidual Abilities Aid in Task Accomplishments
4 -

The students will be able 'to re,co4ize how individual abilities aid4
in accomplishing different tasks.

#1. A ilit Differences Contribute To Task Completign: The students
w 11 understand 'now individual ability differences contribute
to the completion of specific tasks,

The students arc able to:

:define dbility /
*(ahility: 'Cie power or skill to do some special thing.)

-decribe 1!ow individual abilities differ.

example!: of a specific task in a project.

-recolalie which abilities contribute best to the completion,
vof spec41:.:, tasks and to the project as a whole.

I. Self UadltrstaNdiRg: Learning in Life Situations

4
The students wit be able. to recognize that learning occurs in all
types of life iituatioas.

I. The Learni4 Process: The students will understand the learning

The !,Ludents ,!c(- able to:

-A-



.
.recognize that initial exposure (through experience,

reading, listening, modeling, etc.) is part of the
\ - learning lordess. '

provide examples where initial exposure has been p\t of

their learning process. 1.

. recogn4e that repetition of
learning process.

osure is part of the

provide examples where repetition of exposureikas been.
part of thtir learning process.

. recognize that responding is a part of the learning '

process.

.

provides examples where responding has been part of their
learning process.

. recognize t4t reinforcement (internal or external) is

part of thelearning process.

provide examples where reinforcement has beep part oh '

their learning process.

#2. Lear. in: In Others' Lives: The students will be as of

learning that takes place in the life situations of others.

J

The students are able N: .

- examine various life situations of others.

identify where and what learning took place in those life-
situations of others.

Self Understaading: Clarifying and Expanding Interests and'

w: -11w: -11w: -11The students be able to appreciate the value of clarifying
and expanding their interests and capabilities.

-31-,
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'ill. .Expandin, Interests an C abilities: The students will---be

.aware of how interes *abilities can beexpanded.

The students are ableto: .

-define interest.

)
--recognize thatinterests(can be expanded through experience.

, ..

-recognize that interest can be expanded through expo ure.

-define capability.

L\

that cal)Obilities can be expanded through exposure.

-4ecognize that capabilities can be expanled through ptactice:
fr

2. Consequences 'of Expanding Interests and Capabilities.: The

students will be aware of the consequences of expanding
Alterests and capabilities.

The students are able to:

- identify an expanded interest in their lives.

$
-examine the conseq nces (both internal and external) of
that expanded interest.

- ideniif# an expanded capability in theiiT lives.

-examine the consequences (both internal and external) of
that expanded capability.

Fw



Competencies erfo e Indicators

TASK DIRECTIONS

Look at this handout and phy'pArticular attention to the
perforsance indicators 14.sted.- scuss with your group the
feasibility Of.these indicators foi your)children.

Developmental Level K-1,

Domain: Interpersonal Effectiveneos

/ 1Goal: The students will be able to demonstrate an'aieat nesa of fhe
various methods of expressing their opinionsamd{beliefs.

';',.

Developmental Objective'2: The students will be aware of different
.typeq.of reiiponaes. ''

Competencies: a: C4efine what a irerbalesponse is.

.b.. .identify verbal respon es in terms vf statements,
questions, o;pbxclama ons.

c. recognize verbal responses that relate to the topic
of disclasiold: .

`1-

.define a noAverbal-reSponse. ,

-

recognize ways that silence can be used as
response:- ,

'recognize ways that body language can be used as a
response. .

k.

(

f.

g.

a

'recognize.that and the
ii*.

meaping of non-
verbal responses is important.

Performance Indicators:

For Competency a. : Each student will tell the rater or
teacher what a vetbal response is
by giving an example or saying in

HANDOUT #3



Z
'4 .words hate it has to do with

talking.
.. .

.

, .

or Competency b. : 4dven:a combination of five verbal
statements, questions, 'o exclama-

,

1", 1 tions, the stvient will call four
by thilcorrett name..

c
;

. .

......t. ;'For Competency c. : Duridg a discussion; students will
i : ,7 9 demonstrate listening skills by

\ . responding appropriately to the.
1N:.

, -discusstoff topic with an opinion, `-

/
..

statement ortquestion in an audible`
,

,, 4 voice.
.

. 1.-

r Competency d ,C-Each cudent will tell the. rater or
. .

3

teacber what,a nonverbal response
. I is by givinirai epmpleor saying

in words that it hap to do with
.

oansweridi someone or showing how
..,

you felt without using 'words.

For Competency 0:- : Inza clas rood setting, students
will use ilende as a correct
xespons

L\ 1
For Competent), f Stude s wilknaM1 'five ways non-

130'V't
N1/42.,/ verbal responsed can be used.

For Competency g. : During a gate-10- Charades, udente
will verbally g ve the meaning of
nonverbal rev nses.

erial : Examples of statements, questions, exclamations. Topics
for Charades.

r.
t

Arrangements: Individual meetings with children, regular classroom
, activities, game of Charades.,.;

HANDOUT # 3
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(

CoMpetencieS-and Performance Indica ors'

TASKAiIRECTIONS-

look 4r`this handOut andliay particular attention to the
performancelndicators listed. 'Diicuss with your group the

. feasibilitfirthese indicatorsfor your .children.

tk

Q
'DeveloOmentaVevel 2- ,

DoMain: Intrsonal.Effectiveness jv i'
1

t

4
.

Goal C: The students will be able to demonstrate an awareness of the
various methodi of expressing their anions and belefs.

-4.

Developmental Objective 1: The students will be aware' of the various
.

methods of expressing opinions and beliefs.

Competencies: The students are-able to:

a. 'list verbal methods of expressing opinions and beliefs..
1

b. 'list nonverbal methods of expressing opinions and beliefs-
.

c. ecognize those methods of expression which encourage
tilers to listen.

d. 'recognize those piethads of expression which encourage'
others to uespond.

Performance Indicators:'

For Competency a. :) During,a classroom 4iscussion, students
will participate in contributing to a
11.st'of ways of expressing opinions and

4
"beliefs.

For Competency b. : Given a homework assignment, students
will observe,in.ihe home or in a
gathering of people, at leOst five ways
of nonverbally expressing/opinions and
beliefs and wildist them on paper.,

y-
HANDOUT #3
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For Competency c. : Students will demonstrate in small
group situations, ways of encouraging
others to listen.

For Competency d. : During a game or playground activity,
each student will encourage someone else
to respond and will be able to tell
about it during a classroom circle
discussion.

Materia SJ Indoor games, outdoor cooperative recess games, paper,
classroom sized charts, forms for recording observations.

---- '.

Arrangements: Normal classroom and playground activities should be
sufficient.



Competencies and Performance Indicators

TASK DIRECTIONS

Look at this handout and pay particular at*tiOn to the
peKfOrmance indicators listed. Discuss with'your group the
feasibility of these indicators for your children.

Developmental Level 5-6

Domain: Interpersonal EffectiVeness

Goal C: The students will be able to demonstrate an awareness of the,
various methods of expressing their opinions and beliefs.'

Developmental Objective 1: The students will understad the various --
methods of expressing opinions and beliefs;

Competencies: The students are able to:

a.' 'provide examples of verbal methods of expressing
opinions and beliefs.

b. 'provide examples of nonverbal methods of expressing
Opinions and beliefs.

c. 'illustrate those methods of expression which
encourage others to respond.

d. 'illustrate those methods of expression which
encourage others to listen and to respond.

e. 'provide examples pf methods of expression which
are used in group situations.

f. 'provide examples of methods of expression which are
used in one-to-one situations.

g. define the role of gatekeeper in group interaction.

h. 'recognize that the role of gatekeeper is a

characteristic behavior pattern which develops as
a part of group interaction.
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i. 'define thie role of advocate_in groUp interaction.

.

recognizekhat the role of advocate is a character -'
istic behetvior pattern which develops as a part of
group inteaction.

OW'
.Performance Indicatots:

0

For Coipetency a.

rA

ihe student will write five examples
of vdrbal expressions of opinions
or beliefs.

For Competency b. :. The' student will wri e five examples
of ways of express' opinions or
beliefs,nonVerbally.

For, Competency c. : The student will be abl
demonstrate in interaction in a
small group at least three ways of
encouraging others to respond.

For Competency d. : The student Will demonstrdte Iwo
small group setting at least. three
ways of encouraging others to listen
dndto,respond.

F.,2rCompetency e. The student will list five ways
people express themselves in grOups.

Far Competency f. : The student will liSi five ways
people express'themselves in inter-
actingAgith one other_person.

For Competency g. : The student twill write a definition
of the role of:'gatedeper in a group.

For "Competency h. : In a'Alescriptionof.the process of
group interaction, the student will
include the role,of gatekeeper and
how it develops.

For Competency i. : The stud6nt will write a definition
of the role of advocate in a group.

For Competency j. : Iwia description of'the process of
'group interaction, the student will
include the role of advocate and how
it develops.

Materials: Paper

Arrangements: Small group discussions, regular classroom activities.

41- HANDOUT #3
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c.

THE, RATING SCALE: CHOOSING A DEGREE OF PROFICIENCY

.TASK DIRECTIONS
In your :;mall group, look through this handout and discuss

within your group application within the classroom.

0

I

No
Competency
0%

1 2 3

L-_ I I

Minima; , Functional 'Mastery
Level , -,Level Level
Compeie cy Competency Competency
30% 60% 90%

ater has four ratings to choose from when evaluating student

Rerformance of each Developmental Objective. The rater should think

of this scale as a continuum ranging from zero to 100 percent. Since

the number of Competencies vary from Objective to Objective, the

number of Competencies representing a specific percentage will also

vary. An explanation of the meaning of each 'rating is given below:

NO COMPETENCY -0- To obtain this rating for a Developmental

Objective, the student is not able to demonstrate skill in, the
.---

CoMpetencies stated for that Objective.

MINIMUM LEVEL COMPETENCY -1- To obtain this rating for the

Developmental Objective, the student will be able to demonstrate

skill in only the most basic Competencies stated for that Objective.

On a percentage basis, this would mean that the student is able to

ANDOUV 114



demonstrate skill in at least 30%(.0 the Competencies foK the

Objective being 'rated -.

FUNDAMENT LEVEL COMPETENCY -2- To obtaih this rating forda

Deve/opmental Objective, the qudent, is able to demonstrate

skill 9h most of the - Competencies stated for that Objective.

On a peentage basis, this would mean that the student

is able to Oemonstrate sloill in at least 60% of the Competencies

foithe Objective being rated.

MASTERY LEVEL COMPETENCY -3- To obtain this rating for a

Developmental Objective, the student st demonr;tr,'te skill in

most of the Competencies' stated to ) bjective. On a

percentage, basis, this would mean that the student demonstrates

skill in qt least 90% of the Competencies for; the Objective

being rate

1

_



\
J b,IRECTIONS FOR RATI114 STUDENTS-

--.,

This section of the manual explains in detail the mechanics of

rating a student on Career Guidance Skills. Examples of completed

forms may be found immediate19' following these directions.

KrAthe Criteria Skills The first step in beginning to

rate student._

i

on the Career Guidance

'4.46"13.

Skills is fo the rater to become

THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR With the Goals,

Developmental Objectives, and

Competencies for th,.. child's level.

K-1; 2-4, or 5-:6.

It is important because the rater

must be alert tc?-76 behaviors that

show skills to be rated as they occur

in informal situations, during

discussions, OP testso during written

activities, and f one-to-one inter-

action between students. The rating

of achild should not be based on

one incident alone. Several

observations of skill in an area

might be
A
recorded in a log or on

tr)

to



%i .me

Prerating

PC) sting

a check sheet before the child is

rated.

The process of rating, that is the

awareness of the child's skills by

the rater, will take several-months

unless a prerating is done. The actual

marking of the rating sheets should not

require more than.a day or two.

In the case of pLerating, the rater

will not have more than a few

weeks in which t9 observe the children;

the rating willq)e made on less in

formation than w_'. rating that

occurs In the

In the case of the postrirrg, the_

rater will have an entire school

year in which the, child.

Fill in out tho,Rating Form * 1. As the rater i t down to the'e,
4

a

act.ial task of out the Tlf.:ng



Filling out ti Rating Forms found in the Cumulative Stpdent

Form, Continued' Folder, the following materials

wi4l be needed:

logs notes, skill check sheets, the

child's Folder and from it, the

Rating Form for the appropriate level,

K-1, 2-4, or 5-6, the Developmental

Profile, and the Criteria Skill List

for the appropriate grade level from

the Rater's Manual. Other sundry items

such as writing instruments in more

than one color May be needed.

2. Write the student's name on the

. tab of the Cumulative Student Folder

jf this is the first Rating for this

student due to Ids o

Kindergarten or being -sferi

from a school where no Rating was done.

3. Remove the CompetencRating Scale

Form from the Folder and citcle the

appropriate season found in the upper



Filling put the Rating

Form, Continued

lefthand corner of th Forin and the

appropriate grade foun in the uppe ight-

hand corner.- Fill i the student'S

name and your name. A his point,

it will be essary_to efer to the
U

Criteria S, 11 List from this Manual.

40'

4. in theiRating by referring to

the Criteria Skill List and the first

goal under the Interpersonal Effective-
-,

ness Domain. Read the Goal, the first

Developmental Objective, and The

Competencies under it. Reflect on

the student's behavior and refer to

any .rotes you might have in .the log

on this student's performance for this

Developmental Objective or specific

Competencies under it. At the K-1

level, there are 16,,,Competencies under

the first Developmental Objective.

If you feel the child has demonstrated

skill in none of them, circle the zero

for rating of that Developmental



Filling ott the Rating Objective, if .11e child hgs demonstrated

Form, Continued skill in five of the Competencies,

'circle the one, if 10 circle the two

S

and if 14 to 16 circle the three.

5. Complete the nqatt Objective Rating /

in the same manner. Then, ro find thi

average rating1for that Goal, add the

two Ratings and divide by two. Always

divide by the rn, er of Ratings a

went into the sum; that- is the sam

as the number of Dev,

for that Goal.

6. Continue the same manner until

the child has been rated on all of

the Developmental Objectives for the

Interpersortal Effectiveness Domain.

At that point, it i--Ti-ecessary to find

a Domain Average Rating for the child.

To do this, sum the ratings of the

Developmental Objectives, divide by

the total number of Developmental



,,r

Filling but the Rating

FormyConttnued

4

f

Objectives' and record the Average Domain
/v 1

Rating on the'blr provided'for it

on the Competency RAting Scale Form.li

That is found at the end of the ratings

for that Domain. The AVERAGE Do

'in

Rating will be recorded on the Classroom'

time to transfer the

L.dLing (fie Developmental Profile

graphs. First, fill out the lnfor-,

mation on the cover sheet of the

Developmental Profile. This includes

the student's name, birthdate, school

and school district and loC4tion., Sign

C,
the line beside the appropriate grade

level and fill in the current date.

In the case of a prerating and postrating,

extra dates and signatures may be crowded

in. Locate the sheet f.orc_gle Interper-

sonal Effectiveness Domain. Locate

the appropriate grade level graph on that

sheet. Place a dot on the intersecting



out the Rating lines of the Goal letterand the average

Form, ,Concluded

Classroom Profile

I

Goal rating for that Goal on the chart.

This is obfai7ied from the Competency

Rating Scale Form you just completed.

The Classroom Profile may be used in

two ways. It may be used at the end

of the school year as the rater rates

the children. It may be used by a

teachef in the Fall as he or she:makes

yearly plans for a new class. It may \be

completed from tke el..' of the year OF

1.`

ratings or from the preratings of the \

dr

current year.

The Average Domain Ratings for each

student in the class are used forthis

Profile. Several Classroom Profile

Charts may be found in the Appendix

of this Mahual.

Refer to the following page for an

example partially co plete48 Classroom

Profile Chart.

To use the Profile, cAlete-the



Classroom Profile

Concluded

j

\
identifYting information on the page.

Each graph represents one of the three

Domains: Interpersonal Effectiveness,

Work and Life Skills, and Life Career

Planning. Enter the children's na

in alphabeiCal order if you wish,

on the blanks beside the graph.

Place a dot atilthe intersection 7f the

ch00491d's name and his or her Average Om n

Rating ( 0 1 2 3) for each Domain.

When all children's ratings have been

recorded, draw lines Linecting the

dots for each Domain to give you a

profile of your class-' standing on

the Career Guidance skills by Domain;

eo

8

4
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COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANCE

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

, . Classroom ?ruffle

Teacher /2/>,,,.i , Year 77-. 7f Date

Student's Name

-
DOMAIN DOMAIN' (DOMAIN

I II III

0 1 2 3 4tw, 0 1 2, 3

1. _/AZ /i2 A--=_/-L- '..
. , 7- /Ler-, 'id_1:2_, ,) -, ."

3. , ,,,,',.. -,-. (J 44.
le. :.4,,..,; Y..., A ez._,..)
5.
6.
7-
8 -.

0
1

..-

\

2.

3.

-4., -

5. .

6. .

.

8.

9.

O.

1.,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.'

7 .

8.

0. .

DOMAIN ,INTERPERSONAL EFFECTLVENESS DOMAIN
DOMAIN II WORK AND LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN
DMLIN III LIFE CAREER PLANNING DOMAIN

) .0 1 2



4,
'TASK DIRECTIONS

Compare these forms with handout #1 for the match-up.

(Circle ono) COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM (Circle one)
-3

Spring Interpersonal Ethic! kenos. Demob' Kindergarten
Fall Grade 1

Student's Name v Rater

Rating Scale: 0 1 2 3

Minimem Functional Mastery
No Level Level - Love'

Competency Competency ,Competency Y CoMpetenoy
0% .30% 00% 90%

Directions: Circle the number of the Rating of the student's performance ability for ea0h
Objective: _:Determine the average ability_for a Gopi by dividing. the sum of
scores by. the number of Developmental Objectives.

A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affects. Behallor '

1. ictftsTersonal Relationships

4,%'..:*
2. Res Pongee -

Rating Average

0 1 2 3'

01 23

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

0 1

0 1

2 3

2 3

1. Frienadship Characteristics

C. Human Relations Skills: Expressing Opinions and Beliefs

1. Reap° Pees

D. Human Relations Ski lisz Acceptable Behaviors In Groups

0 1 2 31. GrouplAustions

2. Behavior. That Help or Hinder

a

0 1 2 3

1. "-Relating With Significant Otherii Competitiveness and Cooperativeness

1. Cooperativeness 0 1 2 3

2. Competitiveness 0 1 2 3

F. Relating With Significant*Others: Family licelationships

0 1 2 31. Roles of Family Members

2. Family Relationships: Their Own 0123
HANDOUT #5
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G. 8elf Validation: Worthwhileneas

1. Distinguishing Factors

2. Feelings and Causes

H. self Validation: Control Over Self and Environment

1. Affecting Things and Others

I. Self.ValidatIon: Individual Differences

1. People: Alike or Different

Average interpersonal Effectiveness Domain Rating

4

1977 Georgia State Department of Educalon

e.

.Rating Manes

0 1-2 3

0 1 3 3,

0 1 2 3

( 4 0 0 1 2 3

The preparation of this publication was supported In whole or in part by the U.S. Office of
Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare under Grant 5 0007500339.

Developed by Margret S. Gunderson, Nancy Rose Milner, and Earl J. Moore
University of Mleaourl-Columbia
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COMPETENCY SATINS SCALE FORM

Life Career Planning Wiwi;

A. Planning Skills: Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions, Actions and Life Styles

1. Attitudes end Values

. 2. Everyone Has Attitudes and Values

B. Planning Skills: Decisions Made By Self and Others
.`"

1.. Decision-Making

2. Everyone Makes Decisions

0123 \

0124

0 1 2 3

0123'w

C. Planning Skills:, Altemat lye:Decision-Making Courses

1
1- . Decision - Making ( 0 1 2 3

...
2. Everyone Makes Decisions - 0 1 2 3 '
E, ,

Of -Planning Skills:'-Planning vs. Trial and Errbr
.. .

'1. Planning Process -0123
2. °Trial and Error 0123

6

Average

E. Educational. Environment: Demonstrating Effective Study and Learning Skills

1. Study and Learning Skills 01 2 3

F. Educational Environment: Using Listening and Speaking Skills

1. Listening Skills 0123
2. Speaking Skills 0123

0. Educational Environment: EvalUating Ability, Progress and Methods of Improvement

1. Evaluation 0123

H. Self Understandin : Individual Abilities Ald In Task Accomplishment

1. Abilities 0 1 2 3

HANDOUT #5



. Self Understanding: Learning in Life Situations

' , 1. Learning

2. Learning in Their Lives

J. Self Understanding: Clarifying and Expanding interests and Capabilities

1. Interests and Capabilitis

Average Life Career Planning Domain Rating

©1077 Georgia State Department of Education

4

The preparation of this publication wu supported In whole or In 0110440the U.B. Office of
Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare'under Grant 7500339.

Developed by Margaret 8. Gunderson, Nancy roes Milner, and Earl J. Moore
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COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

Work and Lite Skills Domain
0.

A. Daily Living: Consumer Skills

1. The Consumer

S. Daily Living: School Relevancy
1.

1. School Experiences

2. School Relates to Family

C. Task Respoosibtlity/Employability: Depenyncy in Task Accomplishment
,

1. Participatibn

O. Task ResponsibikIty/Employability: Value From Tasks Well Done

1.4AbIl1ty to Accomplish Tasks

Ec Task Responsibility/Employabilit : PurPose-and Steps of a Task -

:1.. Tail's
.-

2. Talk Purpose

F.,..TalcFlim22isibilitypnloyablilly: Personal Characteristics and Job Fields

1. Jobs

G. Work and Leistire Environment: Work and Leisure Activities

1. Work

2. Leisure

3. Work Activities

4. Lahore Activities

H. Work and Leisure Environment: Respect for Work Done Well

1. Work Roles of Those Around Them

2. Work Role Purposes

3. Respect

Ifit&DOUT #5

Rating Average

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

'0 1 2 a

0 1 2 3

, 0 1 2 3 "

A

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1/ 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3



a

I. Work and Leisure Enyironment: All POW:4e Work

, .

2. Work Activities

3. Family Members Work

J. Work and Leisure Environment: Work Roles Change/Mult le Roles

1. Change

2. Worker

K. Work and Leisure Environment: interests and Abilities Relate to-Job Clusters

110
1. Jobs

2: Job Fields Relate ,

Work and Life Skills DoMain Rating

a

Rating Average ,\

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

'(;) 1 2 3 I
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
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TASK DIRECTIONS

'Compare theae+forms with handout #1 for phe match -up.

1

(Ckcie one)

Spring
Fail

4

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

interpersonal Effectiveness Domain

Studgink's Name Rater

Rating Scale:' 0

(Circle one)

6.2 -
3
4

No
Competency

0%,

Minimum
, Level

Competency
30%

Function

Cothpet cy,
80%

Mastery
Level

Competency
90%

Directions: Circle the number of the Rating of the student's performance ability for Each
Objective. Determine the average ability fora Goal by dividing the sum of
scoretkby the,numberPof Developmental Objectives.

AllitiOrnan Regions Skills: Behavior Affects Behavior

1. Types of Responses

2. Actions of Others Affects Behavior

B. Human Relations Skills:, Friehdships

1. Friendship Characteristics

2. Making and Keeping Friendships

, 7 -

,

Human Relations Skills: tiipressing Opinions and Bel left'

1. Opinions, Beliefs and Facts

2. People Have Opinions and Beliefs

3. Methods of Expreselon

D. Human Relations.Skills: Acceptable Behaviors in Groups

1. Behaviors That Help or Hinder

2. Rights of Self and Others

HANDOUT #5

1 3.

0 1 2.3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2'3
a

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3



E. Relating With Significant Others: Competitiveness and Cooperativeness

1. Effects of Cooperativeness

2. Effects of Competitiveness

F. Relating With Significant Others: Family Relationships

1. Process of EetabilshiX Effective Family Relationships

G. Self Validapon: Worihwhileness

1 Activities

. Person aracteristics

H. SOf Vaildati ntrol Over Self and Environm

Rating Average

O 1 2 3

O 123

. 0 1 23

O 1 2 3 -

0 1 2 .3

1. Control OverSeif on 2 3

Control-Over Environment

Self Validation: Individual Differences

Behavior Patterns and fillies in Self and Others

Average interpersonal Effectiveness Domain Rating
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(
A. Daily Living: Consumer Skills

1. Consumer Skills They Use

B. Dally Living: School Rol

1. Sotw.Sol Experience.

2. School Relates to the Citizen

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

Work and UM Skills Domain

C. Task ResponsIbtilty/EMPloyabillty: Dependency In Task Accomplishment

1. Others Need Help

D. Task R nsibility/EMPloyability: Value From T Ice Well Done

Rating Avorago

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

1. Tasks They Do Well 0 1 2 3

2. Criteria for Successful Task Accomplishment 0 1 2 3

E. Task Responsibilliyamployabillty: Purpose and Steps of a Task

1. Tasks 0 1 2 3

2. Task Purpose 0 1 2 3

3. Process In Task Accomplishment 0 1 2 3

F. Task Responsibility/Employability: Personal Characteristics and Job fields

1. Job Categories

2. Personal Characteristics

3. Ch aoterletics Relate to Jobs

G. Worknd Leisure Environm nts: Wo and Leisure Activities

1. Work and Lilsure

2. Work Roles

1 Leisure Roles

4. Work and Leisure Activities Change

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

d 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0'1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 12 3



H. Work and Leisure Welle nvironments: Respect For or.-----14V)

Rating

1. Purposes of ork Roles" I. 0 1 2 3

2. Effects,of Quality Work 0 1 2 3

3. Respect 0 1 2 3

1. Work and Leisure Environments: All People Work

1. Work 0 1 2 3

2. How They and Others Work 0 1 2 3

J. Work and Leisure Environments: Work Roles Change/Multiple Roles

1. Work Role 0 1,2 3

2. Career 0 1 2 3

3. Change In Work Roles 0 1 2 3

K. Work and Leisure Environments: interests and Abilities Rele e to Job Clusters

1. Job Clusiere 01 2 3
.4

2. Jobs Relate to Other JCbs 0 1 2 3

3. Interests and AbiktleS Relate ICIJobe- 0 1 2 3

a

Average Work and Urfa Skills r amain Ratln
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- COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

Life Caner Planning Domain

A. Planning Ski lislittitudes and Values Affect Decisions, Actions and:Life Styles

1. ,,Attitudes and yalues

g. Everyone Has Attitudes and Values

3. Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions and Actions

B. Planning Skills: 'Decisions Made By Self,and Others

Rating AWING*

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

1. Decision-Making Process 0 1 2 3

2. Decisions In THir Lives 0 1 2 3

C. Planning Skills: Alternative Decision-Making Courses

1. 'Decision-Making Process

2. Decisions and Consequences

D. Planning Skills: Planning vs. Trial and Error

1. Planning Prikess

2. Trial and Error

3. Planning Process/Trial and Error

E. Educational Environment: Derqnstrating Effective Study and Learning Skills

1. Study and Learning Skills

2. How Skills Apply to Situations

F. Educational Environment: Using Listening and Speaking Skills

1. Listening Skills

2. Speaking Skills

64.

(

0 1 2 3

0 1 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0123-
0 1 2 3 -'

0 1 2 3

0 1-2 3



CI. EdUcational Environme : Evaluating Ability, progress and Methods of Improvement

1. Methods of Evaluation

Rating Average

0123

2. Methods of Improvement 0123

Underatanding:Indivklual Abilities Aid in Task Accomplishment

1. Development of Abilities 0123

2. Abilities Contribute to Sudopessful Daily Rout Vie
. .

I. Self Understanding: Learning in Life Situations

1. Methods of Learning

2. Learning Methods in Their Lives

J. Self Understanding: Clarifying and Expanding interests and Capabilities

0123

0'1.23

0123

1. Factors That influence interests and Capabilities 0123

2. Interests and Capabilities Change

I

Average Life Career Planning Domain Rating

f
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TASK DIRECTIONS .

-Compare these forms withlrout #1 for the match -up.

(CO le one)

Spring
Fall

Student's Name

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

Inierpereonal Effistiveitesellontain

(Circle one)

Or 5
Grade 6

c

(Rating Scale: . 0 1. 3
i i i i.

MinimUm unctional Mastelry
No- , Level , Level 'Level

CompetenCy Competency Competency
0% - 30% eovi CaTtencill

Directions: Circle the number of the Rating of the student's performance ability for each
Objective. Determine the arrive ability for a Goal by dividing the sum pf
scores by the number of Developmental Objectives.

A. Human Relations Skills: Behavior Affects Behavior

1. Actions Affect Behavior

2. Relationship Between Actions and Responses

B. Human Relations Skills: Friendships

1. Nikki° and Keeping Friendships

2. Effectiveness of Their Own Friendship Skills

C. Human Relations Skills: Expressing Opinion's and Beliefs

1. Methods of Expression

Their Own Methods of Expression

D. Human Relations Skills: Acceptable Behaviors in Groups

°
1. Relationship Betweren Rights of Self and Rights of Others

2. Characteristic Behavior Patterns

3.4 Behavion Group interactions

HANDOUT- #5

.

Rating Average

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3



*- Average

E. Relating With Significant Others: Competitiveness anclOooperativariess

1. Effects of Cooperativeness

--2. Effects of COMpatitiveness

3. Differences and Similarlties Betiveen Competitiveness and Cooperativeness

. Re 1st! With Si n It:ant Others: II Rolationehl

1; Process of Establishing Ef active Family Relationships

2. Results of Effective Family Relationships

G. Self Validation: Wort livettleness

1. Worthwhileness in Relation to Others

2. Feelings" of wonlivittgeneas.

H. Self Validation: Control Pier Self and Environment

1. Factors of Controlling Seif and Environment

I. Seal; Validation: indtvidual Differences

41. Changes in Blihaviors and Abilities

Average interpersonal Effectiveness Domain Rating

Aft

0 1 1 3 .

0123
0 1 3 3

O 1 2 3

O 1 2 3

O 1 2 3I

0 1 2 3

1
1

. _
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COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

Work and Lite Skills Domain.

A. Dally Living: Consumer Skills

1. Consumer Skills Used and Needed by Different Group

B. Daily Living: School Relevancy

1. School Experiences

2. School Relates to the Worker

3. SchO1 Relates to the Leisure Participant

C. Task Responsibility /Employability: Dependency In Task Accopplishment

C1. Situations Where People Are Rependent

D. Task Responsibility mployability: Value from Tasks Well Done

Rating Average

O 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

O 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

1. Personal Rewards 0 1 2 3

E. Task Responsibility / Employability: Purpose and Steps of iTask

1, Processes and Steps of Task Accomplishment 0 1 2 3.

F. Task Responsibility/Employability: Personal Characteristics and Job Fields

1. Characteristics Relate to Jobs

2. Characteristics and Job Choices

G. Work and Leisure Environments: Work and Leisure Activities

1 Similarities and Differences

H. Work and Leisure Environments Respect for Work Done Weil

1. Purpose of Work Roles

2. Respect for Any Work Dohe Well

I. Work and Leisure Enviru,,ments. Ail People Work

1. Work Roles and Activities

J V

0 1 2 3

0 1l,2 3

O 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

O 1 2 3

O 1 2 3



Rating Average
J. Work and Leisure Environments: Work Roles Change/Multiple Roles

1. Work Roles and Activities 0 1 2 3

2. Multiple Roles 0 1 2 3

K. Work and Leisure Environments: Interests and Abilities Relate to-Job Clusters

1. Interests and Abilities Relate to Clusters 0 1 2 3

2. Interests and Abilities Relate to Severer Jobs 0 1 2 3

Average Work and Life Skills Domain Rating
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COMPETENCY RATING SCALE FORM

Life Career Planning Domain

WA. Planning Skills: Attitudes and Values Affect Decisions, Action Ifs Styles

Rating

IP* 4

1 2 3

1 2 3

1. Life Ityles 0

2. Attitudes andyalues Affect Decisions and Life Styles 0

-\ e

'B. Planning Skills: isions Made by Self and Others

ar1. Students' Live e Influenced by Their Decisions 0 1 2 3 ci

2. Students' Lives Are influenced by Others' Decisions 0 1 2 3

C. Planning Skills: Alternative Dicision-Making Courses

1. Alternative Decision-Making Courses and Consequences 0 1 2

A

2. Choices Within Decision-MakingCourses 0 1 2 3

D. Planning Skills: Planning vs. Trial and'Error

1 2 31. Planning is More Effective Than Trial and Error 0

$

E. Educational Environment: Demonstrating Effective Study and Learning Skills
Ali

1. Study Systems 0 1 2 3

°-4.1, Importance of an Effective Study Systetn 0 1 2 3

F. Educational Environnpnt: Using Listening and Speaking Skills

1 2 31. Applications of Listening Skills 0

2. Applications of Speaking Skills 0 1 2 3

O. 'Educational Environment Evaluating Ability, Progress and Methods of Improvement

1 2 3
1

1. Applying Methods of Evaluation 0

H. Self Understanding: Individual Abilities Aid in Task Accomplishment

1 2 31. Ability Differences Contribute to Task Completion a 0

HANDOUT 115
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I. Self Understanding: 1..arning in Life Situations

Rating

0 1 2 31. The Learning Process

2. Learning In Others' Lives 0 1 2 3

J. Sell Understanding: Clarifying and Expanding Interests and Capabilities

1. Expanding !Molests and Capabilities ( 0 1 2 3

2. Consequences of Expanding Interests and Capabilities 0 1 3

Average Life Career Planning Domain Rating
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COMPREHENSIVE CAREER GUIDANIC
COMPETENCY RATING SCALE

I
DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

Student's Name Birthdate

School

School District, City, State
7

Rater's Signature Rating Date

Kindergarten

First Grade

Second Grade

Third Grade

Fourth Grade

Fifth Grade

Sixth Grade

a

Copyright 1977 Georgia State Department of Education The preparation of this publication was supported In
whole or In part by the U.S. Office of Education, Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare under Grant
#G007500339.
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2

0

3

2

Kindergarten

DEVELOPMENTAW'ROFIlE: LIFE CAREER PLANNING DOMAN

Grades K4

Year:

iff

ABCOEFGHIJ

Third Grade Year:

Am-

16-
41,

3

1

0

3

2

1

0

Stud4nt's Name

First Grade Year:

4

# ,

A AO

AB'CDEF GHIJ

Fourth Grade Year:

ABCDEFGHIJ A,BCDEIGHIJ

2

1

0

Sixth Grade Year:

11, 4

ABCDEFGHIJ

"',1 Second Grade

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

Year:

ABCDEFGHIJ

Fifth Grade Year:

ABCDEFGHIJ



3

1

0

urvuurmtNIAL PROFILE: WORK'AND LIFE SKILLS DOMAIN

Grades K-8

Student's Name

Kindergarten Year:

3

2

1

0

First Grade Year:

1

/ABCDEF'GHIJK ABCD,EFGHIJK

3

2

1

0

A

Third Grade Year:

ABCDEFGHIJK

3

'2

1

0

Fourth Gracie Year:

ABCDEFGHIJK

Sixth Grade. Year:

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

Second Grade Year:

A BCDEF GH\KJK

Fifth Grade Year:

AI

A

kBCDEFGHIJ
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ADDED COMMENTS

Use the space beld)w to record any additiOnal descriptions of this child's eiVijor
which yo9,t i, c are striking or characteristic, or may not be'sufficiently covered by
the ?scales:



Focus

TASK DIRECTIONS.

Read thAqighhe 'directions for, the-activity you just
experienced. Notice the infusidn possibilities listed on the
last two pages.

'EDUCATORS' INFORMATION

Subject Matter Area Mat

Class Grouping Groups of

Social Studied, anguag* Arts
Zt

Total Time One class period

Concepts and Vocabulary Focus, stic ing to the a4b3ect

Educator's Preparation Tasks Nond#

Materials Resources Nonni

r

Skills Listeiting, speaki focusing o the speaker, communication
skills

The Positive Focus Game by Saville Safc is a
tec que for helping Studsnts understand
andlnevelop basic communication skills.
In this game students learn to;focuw,-,',
complete attention on'the person who
is talking, to he.r, to respect, pand to,
try to,understand how he or she Peels. This
technive can'alsOshelp build self concept:
it gives students total attention and feeling
that what they have to. say is kmportant, Sax
'devised It for older students.

,El iOtt:Seif desighed a simple/r-version ford
el mentaryistudents.: Game of it, rt is this
si ler version which forma the Wasis of this

ivity, Our t a cs ;to Sax and/Seif (Howe
and Howe, 19 5, pages56-63).

HkIDOUT"0



AA.

PROCESS '-

( _

a. I ttoduce the concept of focus as trying to7see sometking more
early'.' or "trying to make ome. ins more clear "., . '

. 1:

ell the students_they will be playing. a .gaMe,whera,fhey will be
focusing on the ideas of one another. There' will be three players..,livers...
in each group. ,,tis brie haarules.
Write the headings as you tel ,the.4tUdents the'explana ns given
in the bokes: . ,-

1

941

Q

V

71) Focus:

CUs '

D OUT
ACCEPT

The foCus person is to be theabSolul center
of,\attention for two whole minutes.' The bther
roup members can do andsay nothing to turn
he groups e-tention to themselVes. They

:can't 'argue,, ex res,their-opinions, or d.is-

V;_agree. They mist save their opinions for, later
when ,they Are (the flocusperson or center of
attention.

1-

(2) Draw out:

*

The pthe two people askAuestions to draw out
the focus person. The questions( should help.
the focus person explain his or he/ ids. he

-aea.questions should help keep the £ us.. person on

the subject: If the focus person fee14.the-
question is not helpful,,he or s may say so

,.... with such statements as: I

"That's off the subject."
"Tell how.you feel when it's your turn.



(3) Accept.

The two questioners should try hard to
understaffd the focus person's point of view:

Theydo not have'to agree with it, but theY
must accept his or her right to say it.
They should encOtrage him or her with:

"I understand what youore-saying.".
"I ( understand why .you feel that way."'
nods and 'smiles., - ,

*

b, Explain the procedUreof the. tame.. The focus person is "it"
A/o minutea, The other two people' axe asked to listen

to the,7a.t".perSon, not to talk except to ask questions
that will help "it" explain: At the end o the two*.

minutes:, the other two people try toyememSer'what the
"it" petson said and\repeat it,back to him. (This obviously
calls for listening effort and concentration.)

0.

Each focus person will spend the two minutes speaking on
the topic, "My Dream House"..

4,1 Adaptation.

Use this Game of Itformat to give children proctice
solving math word ,problems.

Use it also when emotions are running high--when they
all want to express their opinionth on heated topics.

Use "My Dream House" as a Decisio Ite or learning
center independent acti'ity. HaVe students
find magazine pictures of rooms that They like.

O

v



The,Career Education concept of this activity
might enter the academic curriculum along with
any of the following subject matter concepts,
The activity can also be used to introd4ce
the concepts.

GRADE TWO

Math

1. Linear measure. Awch, foot, and yard
2. Geometry: sq arWrectangle, triangle,

circle, straight linePand square
corner

3. Interpretation of a chart or diagram (Use
*house plan or blueprint.)

Social
StudiesStudies

1. Expression of ideas important to self
2. Taking turns
3. Different ,homes found in North America
4.-North America: continent, countries,
",mans, and climate

Health

1. Importance of friendly, out
attitudes toward others

"science

o ing

1. Weather and climate vatiations in North,.
Amerida '

9'

'
.

a

j

. . . continued



GRADE THREE

Math

1. Using a detric4ruler
2. Writing fractions
3. Measuring objects to the newest 1/2 inch

and 1/4 inch
4. Comparing,simple fractional numbers:

greater than> , less than <. , and is
equal to =

Social Studies ft

1. Location of continents
2. Location of oceans
3. Dwellings of people in different cultures

GRADE POUR.

Math

1. Numerator
2. Denominator.
3: Mixed numbers
4. Selection of =a

strumtnt

riate measurement in

.5'. Linear units of metric measurement
6. Geometry: point, line, line segment, ray,

angle, plane, right angle, obtuse angle,
and acu ngle

7. Perimeter: triangle, square, and rec-

. tangle
8. Area:. square, rectangle, and triangle
9. Fprmula used togkolve simple word problems

,

ocial Studies

1. Map symbols
2. Map scale: measuring distance
3. Psychological effects of color and examples

of this -principle in_public buildings



Adapting

TASICDIRECTIQNS
Co through the followingectivity and along the left -had

margin write in adaptations that would be necessary for pot to
adept this activity for your classroom.

ACTIVITY THREE: LIKE-DISLIKE CONTINUUM K-1

EDUCATORS' INFORMATION

Subject Matter Area Language Arts, Social. Studies, Health

Class Grcitiping Whole Class

Total Time One class,p,dd

Concepts and Vocabulary rLike, dislike, feelings, ideas, opinions

Educator's Preparation Tasks Draw a smiling face on one paper
and a frowning face on another. ,Post them at opposite ends
of a wall or of the chalkboard.

Materials/Resources None

Skills Listening, comprehending, applying information to oneself

PROCESS

a. Begin this activity by asking some voting questions of the
,

students. They can show like by 'rising their hands oX dislike
by not raising their hands. Have them raise their hands if
they like:

dhocolate milk
- helping at home
-television cartoons
-spiders
-raw carrots
-doing ses
-pork and Or6As
-baseball
-bugs

-playing with friends
-hot dogs
-having stories read aloud
-cats
-drawing pictures"

'Mk-

-hearingiangry,peopillq
-ice creak

,.'
4

b. Direct-their attention to the smiling and frowning, faces. Wou
will ask the questions again. To show they like something,
they will stand under the smiling face. To show they do not like

HANDOUT #8



3.

it they will stand under the frowning face. They can also
stand in the middle to show that their feelings are somewhere'
between like 'and dislike. They can stand anywhere-along the
lifie to show a whole talc of feelings.

Ask for ten atudents to come and stand on the line to show how
they feel, about:

- chocolate milk
-helpfhg at home
(television cartoons
- hpiders

-raw, carrots
- doing exercises

Have the ,e students return to their seats.

6

ASk for allot er ten students -to oplace themselves nfthe line'
to show how ey feel about;.

pork and bbilthi
baseball
bugs°
hot dogs
having stories Aad

-cats °.

.0

Have theseewtudents return to their seats.

Ask those remaining to place themselvesli*:the line to shoe
how they feel about:

-drawing pictures
- singing-

hearing angry People fight
ice cream
playing with friends

3

c. In closing4 help the students arrive at some conclusions about
their opinkons and ways to express them. Some of the conclu -,

.sions are presented ftr you: I

ti



(1) People have different opinions or feelings about
something:,

.

(2) We don't all like everything.

(3) We don't all dislike everything.

c
(4) yiaon-. t always have strong feeling's about something.

(5) We may.have any opinion we want!

Define non7verbal expression as showing how we feel without
using words Tell -Chem they have just used two methods of
non-verbal expreseft -rais14 hands and placing themselves
on the continuum. 'Together, list other means of non-verbal
exp-essign,such 'as gestures,,, Vegrlanguage, and facial
exp ession4 , -

144..

e

1 ,
It -.0 Et



Adapting

TASK DIRECTIONS
Go through the following activity and along the left-hand

margin write in adaptations that would be necessary for you to
adapt this activity for your classroom.

ACTIVITY THREE: SIX BEES

EDUCATORS' INFORMATION

Subject Matter Area Language Arts, Art

Class Grouping Whole class

Total Time Two or three class periods

Concepts and Vocabulary Good listener, prepared, confident,
opinion, sincere, understandable, tactful

2-4

Educator's Preparation Tasks Duplicate for each learner a copy
of Resource section pages 86 and 87.

"I

Materials/Resources Two'sticks for each learner about eight
c, inches long, crayons, paste, scissors; penCils

AbillAtto relate information trneself

PROCESS

a. Call atteht ,n to the friendship wal comic pages relating
to cove n (see ACTIVITY TWO: FR NDSHIP WALL COMICS).

- Page '2 e INeasant. 1

-Page 3 Be interested in what other people are doing.
- ?age 5, Try to avoid remarks that hurt others.
-Page 19- Like and feel gocid about yourself.

-f ,

Explain that coniserstion.haktwo parts: listening and speaking.
Today we are'going to learn some speaking skills.' These skills
should help us to say what wd- ink. To help us /tarn these
skills we are going to use sfAt Direct their atteniion$
to the chart. As,,you read)eaci tem, askftthe learners to'
help ,provide examples. tr,

ir
";

r

r

g, , HANDOUT 1/8
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1. Be a good listener. Then others will listen to you.

2. Be prepared. Rpow what you're talking about.
1k

3. Be confident. u have a right to your opinion.

4. Be 'sincere. an what you say. t.,

5.)Be understanda le. Say what you mean and say it clearly.

6. Be tactful. ay sOmething the way,you would like to hear it.

b. Explain that t y will be making scroll movies of sixecenea
from the ves. The *vie framed-have been prepared% They
are t make drawings of occasions from thefir,own lives when

used one of.the reminders to _help them speak up. If
no such occasions come to mind, they may make them up.

. .4..-':
t!it,4*

410
Explain the sequence of steps on the top of Resource g .- .6-87.

c. Allow necessary time for completion.

ate'

Adaptation

This activity can be completed by students in
their spare time or used as reading'peetwork.

d. Then process
groups. The
"movies" and

I

the activity by assemblin the children in small
leehers can then take Urns showing their
explaining them.

Extend this to other language arts activities.
Use .it as an introduction to homonyms.. (Two .

. words sound alike, are spelled differently, '

and mean different things.)
's

Use it also to introduce puns. Youngsters of 'z
this age are great punsters. (A-pun is a play on
a wor4.) 1n greeting cards the wrong meanie !of a
word is often the subject of the illustration. *
Set up a.learning station ',where th can-desi0
greeting cardS'using mine. Let them' dts0/ay
their finished products.

4



1. tut.
2. Paste strips together.
3. DraW and color.
4. Paste the long strips to sticks.

Suggested for use with
ACTIVITY THREE'

4

Put paste in this box. Attach this to your stick.
i

1

til. ;._,.. 041
CO

**%..k....0. %....41.........

SIX "BEES" I HAVE USED

. _

, J

)
41416

44=6

I

1. Be a good liStener.

i,

.1.

Then others will listen to you.

.

,

C

,

A

b

2. Be prepared..

,Know what you're talking about..
-

.

0

S

.

4

_ .

/?...-

--Be confident..

.

. , ,

' 4 -

.

4 .' ' 0...

1 You have'a rig tpoiryo'iOpinion.
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Suggeited'for use with
:ACTIVITY THREE '

.

:Put paste in this box. 'Attach this stria to the other one:
_

-
-4. Be sinjere.

.
.

_//
.

.

4t

Mean what you say.

(./_

,--

.../

5. Be understandable.

. .

v _

Say what you mean and say it cledrly.
.

-

.

6. Be tactful.

.

P .

, ... ..),,;,

Say something the way you wolp_d like to hear it.

4

Put paste Ph this box. Attach thi.b to your other stick.

a;

4
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Atkept /jag

.4 t-C,

ASK DIRECTIONS
o through the following activity and along the left-Than&

margin write in adaptations that would be necessary for you to
adapt this activity for your classroom.

- .

ACTIVITY THREE: "I" MESSAGES_ "-

'-EDUCATOR'S INFORMATION

5-6

Subject Matter Area Language Arts

Class Grouping Five small groupg

Total Time Three class periods

;Concepts and Vocabidary Relationship, fiindship, mutual `respect,

words that label feelings, synonyms, dictionary, thesaurus,
specific behavior, problem ownership

Educator's Preparation Tasks Read through the-entire activity.
Prepare the chart described in (d) above. Read Gordon,

.1970, Chapters 6 and 7/(4tiodal).

Materials/Resources Five long strips of adding machline paper
or something similar, five paper saclifo scissors

Skiljs Listening, comprehending, relating information to oneself,
speaking, group work skills

Infuse this Career Guidance concept witl\ -any or all
of tHe following 'Language Arts skills:

14.

synonyms
- developing vocabulary
slang

-idioms

-use of nictionary
use of? LheSaurus

-categorizdng word*.

HANDOUT-118
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a. FOr this first class period divide the students intojive mail
groups. Select a volunteer to be recorder.for each group.
Give to each recorder .a long strip of paper (adding machine
tape would do nicely) on which they areto brainstorm a
list Of'words which describe feelings. Introduce the word
synonym:. a word having the same or nearly .the same meaning.

.0,,Participants can look 4,sYnonyms of the brainstormed words
when they get stuck. This is an ex,cellen opportunity to

i
review the use of a thesaurus. If you ha e enough, give a
feiw thesauri and dictionaries Xo each gro p. Have each sgroup
c4mpile a list of wbrds that describe feelings. = Allow lb
15 minutes. Then have-each recorder read the group's list
aloud. When finished, develop with the students the idea that
there are many words which can 'be used to describe our
feelings. .

h,

b For this next class period, -you will cut the adding machine
tapes into smalfpaper strips with one word on each strip.
Divide the strips equally among five paper sacks.' Arrange the
students' An their original small groups from (a) abOve. Each
student will draw a strip'. from the sack and wilt try to think
of a situation where he or she could have had, or'did have,
that feeling. The student will use that word in an "I"
message: He of she will alpo state in that .sentence the
situation related to the fee ing'. The sentence will be:
"I feel/felt because
Allow each Student:. coup e of turns.

c tNow h ve the students imagine themselves expressing a feeling
to a family,member or good friend--someone with whom they
share mutua skect. They will again draw a feeling word

tlabel from t sack. This time they are to imagine that the
.feeling was caused by a behavior or an 'action of the other
person. The student will use the word in an "I" message and
will name a specific behavior or action of the imagined person
as thecLuse of those feelings. The sentence to complete is:
''' feel/felt4 because you .

II

t .

-6-...

,
.

.6.The teacher may need to be 'alert to words
..that cause problems. In this chse, the
student may draw a different strip.

0



d."-) tress the .by gi;771.-g information about when "I"4Ilk

,
. .,0 , ii-',

.

-

.

messages ar(;:appropriate. "I" use them when "I" am the one
who. is upset: when "t" own the problem. 'Nojone else in the
Telationsfiip feels upset;' 'I"own\the-problem. When I can
'say%say "The _problem Is mine," that's' when I usea "I" message
to express my problem orupset:feelings. The ssagss arc
helpful to people who respect and care about eac other. They
don't woryc very Well with pecIple who do t rare about one.
another 4hd who don't have a relations hp of,.respect. Now .e

tell the,students that "I" messages take practice, effort,
and some risk. )4 ,___.- ,

Imagine Joe and Tracy standing in thei ha11 by the op n locker
they:share. For no apparent reason .Joe says to Trac "You
are a smelly, rotten stinkbug!" and walks away angrily:
Tracy has no idea -why Joe said thatkut'yells after him, "So
are you!". Now they're both upset, and neither knows why.

Let's start again with this little scene and pretend that
Joe..puses an "I" message in theihall by the opbn locker they
share. Joe says to_Tracy, "I feel like throwi4g.up because
moldy tennis shoes make me sick" The "I" message accomplishes
'two things:

(1) ''.Joe fee4s.betier becausehe,rook. care of his
own need to express his, upset-feelings.

(2) Tracy has a chance to4change his,behavior take
)the tennis shoes home for 'a-washing) if he chooses
to do'so.,

Ask students to, think of other advantages and problems of
404.g "I" messages. Urge them to try the"I"'message with
family and friends and to uae it'whenthey'haye a problem.
They can write their pros and cons in-,ecislon Time on a
chart which you have laheled:

Advantages

"I" MESSAc.;E"S-''

Problems

4k

tir

4
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*

Leave-tbe:rharx up for 'several' weeks. YOU add to it also.
Then you may want to spehd. a few minutes reviewing tbe,
information in-(d) aboVe,

Save the'five.sacks of feeling Word labels for--
a' subsequent actti4ty.
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